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to his Mount Vernon. Behold him, relue- !i would
of the
WCIUILI limit
llilill the
LUC military
Ill ill till y power
pUWvr Vx
Luv Union
kJ IrlUli ; national authority.
With this opinion advan
tantly drawn from thence that his name and Kbv no
-- rule
1
.but. his own
...Crx---- will ? ced by the Executive of this State, we see no
MAÏS ABTKOtEjS.
arbitrary
character might give you a federal constitu Would they thus have “ strained at a gnat reason to find fault. We have too long main
May, at 7 à i
AFFECTING SCENÈ.
JAMES K. REMICI!,
tion. Witness him your first chief magis and swallowed a camel ?” Is “ the gold be tained the same opinion to retrace our steps
5 p- M. andati
Judge James, of South Carolina, fias been
trate, resisting popular enthusiasm, and pre come dim, and the most fine gold changed
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
^avesBöstona;,
serving peace amidst the convulsions of Eu And “ are the vessels of this ‘ political’ sanc
sday and- Salur£
rope. Eight years of military service,, as tuary become like earthern pitchers ?”—But
* POMWCAt.
Jover,at7pF
Commander in Chief, and eight more as we trust there is still a redeeming spirit there;
President of the United States, he was as un that a James Pleasants, a John '1'yler, a
[From the Kennebec Journal.'
b Ipswich
paralleled in Council as he was consumrriate James Madison, and last, though riot least, a
--------Let h-s “legacy” as well as his Chapman Johnson, with their patriotic asso
[0
thé
PCOplc
Oj
JMdWC
—
d\
0.
VÏ.
example
admonish us. And what unhallow ciates, will awake and exert their giant
ayofNewbij.
the right to cede was wholly disclaimed J i
’
' Mr. Jefferson’s comparison is a strong one, ed lips will dare to disgrace his memory by strength to save the Constitution from milita and it would be absurd to suppose that the j- Seats having been provided for the Mem
Monday,
bers
of the House, and the chamber being
comparing
Jackson
with
him
?
Jackson
a
secry grasp. And it would be indeed -strange if treaty contained any provisions transcending (
correct,
^5and1XSMid
r^ifres
^c^- Gen. Jackson is surely unfit
with spectators, a deep and solemn
" ■’ '. We had finished our former ond Washington ? Heaven defend us ! He 'the dying admonition of the illustrious Jeffer the avowed powers ot those who formed it. crowded
<silence ensued,
while thé Court was waiting
i
the champion of state rights, the great It is not to be found in any of the measures |
(lumbersbefo1
before we saw the letter of Governor a disinterested patriot ? Let the accounts at son,
urytjort
jmber&
the appearance of the accused ; wjlich
:
of the Republican party, the chief which have transpired subsequently to the for
■' after the j?Q°les. When Mr. Jefferson w,as President, the war office and the Treasury speak; let father
.was about fifteen or twenty minutes. At
;
o^on,'andarm ^cies Was ii’sPriYate Secretary, and perhaps his treaty with the Indians, containing a very apostle
of liberty, should not make a deep ratification of that treaty : for since then j
Mr. Preston presented himself at the
;
solemn impression on those who adored nothing thus far has been done conclusively length
; passes throl^ere was no man to
mo'l'e folly fine reservation of land to himself, speak. and
’
i
man, a^d still revere his memory. She upon the question of boundary so far as re- ]Bar, and announced to thé President, that
Amesbnr v’-itrusted his -confidence, or to whom he Fie modest and unambitious ? After a single the
his
client
was ready to hear thé sentence of
Salem.
‘’ could more freely disclose his thoughts. triumph we see him putting on airs, dicta who was thefirst to resist military tyranny, lates to the northeastern part of this State.
to
of>policy,
and will,
•
wetrust, be the last toconfiv her de®- ilt is true that under its provisions, comm is- the Court.—-The President told the Counsel,
.
arid we confess that we feel a proud satisfac- , ting
- the
— President
- --------- -.vhis
—course
;----------------------nnznociriion Sfepon in perceiving such a perfect coincidence 1 without a single qualification, very willing to tiniesto a merefighting man. She wlfo has .: sinners have met, disagreed and reported .that Judge James’ presence might be dis
with, if it was his wish hot to appear
he- ever given
i
Lowell, by wI the opinion of “ the Patriarch,” with that become uhis successor. When did
J K
us onq^who tho’ “ first in ’ ar,” was also I| progress, but that cedes no territory, nor on- pensed
|
the public on so trying an occasion.
Jover HotelotlWhich we have expressed. But it affords yield obedience to the civil power, or doubt ‘“ first in peace and first in the hearts of his dangers any rights.
'
• before
Upon Mr. Preston’s repeating that the accu
ttirday at 7 ¿.Melancholy proof that republicans are depart- his own ? Where, we ask, are his civic vir- <countrymen,” will not commit such deliberate
It is further said that a convention of ar- <
was willing to come before the Court, he
<
; she who, for thirty two years of our bitration to some friendly umpire is agreed sed
5 P. M. and at j^ig from his precepts, disregarding his admo- tues, where his equanimity, and on what oc- suicide
)
i
existence, has given us Presidents ot upon. What "the terms of that agreement was called in, and took his ¿eat at the Bar.
, leaves Boston actions, and following devices which may casion has he tempered justice with mercy ? short
'rives at Dovftriiqin our liberties. Well might “the father And we demand emphatically in what public whom any country might be proud, will ^are, we do not know ; but we are bound to <He made hre appearance, supported by Mr,
the Secretary of State, (a cotempora
]
before she sacrifices her honor and suppose, that they are in accordance with Starke,
hirham, New» the republican party,” in reflecting on the or private document, (unless we except the pause,
■ and fellow soldier of the Revolution) on
ry
]
liberties together.
verhill, AndovcrsTevailing infatuation, entertain serious alarm correspondence with Fromentin) has he dis- her
the provisions of the treaty, and that nothing the
,
one hand, and by his sori on the other.—»
Let it moreover be remembered that, more is put at issue than the mere fixing ot
|r the safety and duration of our free institu- covered even ordinary talents ?—And be
I the constitution, the President occupies the true line ortdivision between us and "the ,His situation was indeed eminently calcula
mmodaiion Ons. 'Lhat a successful military chief, cause we have, without hazard, confided our by
to excite the sympathies of the assembly
1 the mercy seat,” that he alone can grant British Provinces, as settled by the treaty of ted
r way
bylaws or constitutions, destinies to a man who has no equal in the “
; which he stood-r-a feebly afflicted and
in
wery day (eZ>s ever made his bwri will his rule of ac- history of the world, are we to entrust them reprieves or pardons. And where do we ’83. if that be the true question at issue, we jforlorn old man with a family (as it is under
•ivesatPortli?Pn’ sh°uld have converted the sober sense to a merefighting character, one who in all find that attribute in all the character of can thus far see no discrepancy between stood,)
,
absolutely dependent upon his Salary
.
Ifhe has done no more, he has al State and United States rights as it regards
very day (excmthe Community into;blindfold fanaticism, other respects, is inferior to hundreds, nay Jackson.
for
support—a faithful adherent of the good
thousands,
in
the
United
States.
It
is
insult

ways executed rigorous summary justice, this subject. We are not disposed to ima- ,cause
lover at 5 P v s0 unexPectecLso wild a delirium, that
in the Revolution, Who it is probable,
;k Berwick WeP’ Proi°und, reflecting patriots may well ing, as well to the understandings ofthepeo- ready, prompt^ vindictive justice, never sof gine a difference merely for the purpose of had been recommended mainly by that af
ple as to the memory of“ the Father of his tened by a tear of compassion, never temper bringing up some question upon the modern
’
’ v™[emble for the result.
fecting
consideration, to the = notice of the
” to pretend that there is the small ed by a drop of clemency. A ReTubucan. doctrine of State Rights. We are aware
, .
IStill there is a charm, a magic, in the country,
<
State—one who had been the companion in
»ord'republican, v^iich we.sh^ll ever cher- <est, the remotest resemblance' in the two
Note. Publius Cotta was a Roman Law that this is at present a fashionable doctrine, ' arms of the fathers of most Of those who
( way of Alfred,lib, when the substance is lost, and the mean- <characters.
even against rights heretofore conceded, and
'We hope and trust that while there is in yer, vain and proud of his learning, but. in powers uniformly exercised under the consti were about to pass so dreadful a doom upon
uesuay, ThiiWg forgotten. It will afford us a melancholy
him, and had over and over again received
reality an inflated dunce. He was once call
and arrives at Pleasure to reflect on what we were : the re,- 1the people, a spirit of freedom combined ed as a witness in a cause, and being asked a tution of the United States. There can be marks of their esteem and confidence—one
leaves PortWiiiospect will be “like the memory ofjoys with intelligence and sober reflection, no question, answered that he knew nothing of no mi stake of the purposes for which these of the framers of that Very, tonstitution un
■sday and Friday,»at are past, pleasant and painful to the military chief ,could effect our ruin. But the matter. Cicero drily replied “ he piob- questions are at this time agitated. But there der whose stern functions lié was nriw suf*
5 F. M.; passesibul.” But still we clearly see, that the there are times when a blind infatuation ably tho’t I had asked him a question of law ” are difficulties enough connected with the fering so much—his sorrowful, yet resigned
t, Alfred, Buxtotame is to be substituted for the. principles, :seizes the public mind, and we fear one of We ask pardon of the public for not sooner present question of territory, without embar and patient air-—every thing conspired to
periods has occurred. Nations, asindird this is nothing new. Religion, what'these
’
recollecting this anecdote; but speaking to a rassing it with imaginary questions of State awaken the liveliest sensibilities of the Spec
dwh'h nn^PWlmes have beeri perpetrated in thy name ! viduals, may be subjected to fits of insanity. plain republican people, and being rather Rights, which do not belong'to it. It is true tator.
Our
very
constitutions
of
government
supnd liberty, what chains have been forged ’
The Président, after announcing to him.
in classic lore, it is not strange that we there is a great question of right of immense
dfcig./,
thine ! Look, reflect, and what are Gen. Kose such cases. And now, although we i) musty
importance to this State at issue—but that that the Court was prepared to declare its
should
have
forgotten
the
efficacy
of
classic
ave
safely
and
triumphantly
sustained
a|
ver HotelonW4ckson’s pretentions to be thus exalted ?
' signatures. This Cotta was unquestionably question is between us through the nation, judgment, asked him if he had any thing to
es at Sandwichai^ was “ the Hero of New Orleans,” and war, with a mere civilian as the constitution-)
name which our Publius intended to as- and a foreign government, who have insulted say why it should not be pforiduriced. Upon
on 'Thursday ati^ has defeated the Indians ! “ The Hero of al commander of our army and navy, yet in I|• the
and nothing could be more appropriate, our sovereignty, violated our rights and im this Judge James rose, and read from a small
at 6 P. M.; kqOney Point” did as much, with less means, time of profound peace we are striving for a ii same,
Indeed,
his selection of his signature is the prisoned our citizens. It is not a question piece of paper, the simple arid touching ad
.M.and arrivesaf!^ much more courage and skdl. And man whose only possible recommendation is, !- only evidence
of his discretion. 'Phis raving with the government of the Union, who have dress, which follows :—
.es Sandwich ®imad Anthony” (as he was . ailed) had as that he has achieved a victory. We witness 1i at the. supposed
Mr. President—1 have served my cbrintry
author of “ A Republican,” exercised a paternal care towards us, and
d. and airivesaltxxi ciaims for the Presidency aS Andrew the cringing subserviency, the servile adula J without attempting
to answer or refute his used their best endeavors to save our territo -too long, not to be sensible of my duty to sub
tion,
the
loud
Hosannas,
the
almost
idolatry,
i
ry
and
protect
our
interest.
If
the
conserva

u-rivcs at Sand®lckSon could ever have. Gratitude we admit (as well as I may) to this heavy stroke.
clearly proves that he is about as
of our rights be the object, we surely : I could have wished that my old age had
wich on M.onJ'i|it should always'be cherished as a republi- and astonished and confounded, we enquire Ii arguments^
inflated” as his Roman namesake. We are tion
over at & P.M.4n virtue, and those brave men who have who this idol is, and what he has done to de “satisfied
should
confine
our
attention
to
the
quarter
in
he too “ knows nothing of the which they are in danger, and not for sinis been spared this awful calamity but Provi
■ctory, through ^fended their country in times of peril serve our unbounded, everlasting gratitude. matter,” that
dence has thought proper to bring me
and
we shall be more merciful than
His
mighty
arm
must
have
wrested
his
coun

s Chesnut
rewarded j but let such reto expose his stupidity by asking him any ter purposes, raise questions which are not through the varied and trying scenes of u
try
from
tne
tyrant
’
s
grasp,
and
-saved
the
involved in the controversy, and which only long life, to this bitter period. To the Al
irhaiD, Alton,.W?.!ards be equitably dispensed, and accorded
” either in “ law” or politics.
Vloultonbojou^ no o.ne at the risk or expense of the liber- people from chainsand slavery. O no, noth “ question
serve to strengthen our adversaries in obsti mighty, and to him alone, I look for support
Our Cotta is now bewildering himself, (ve nately
ing
of
all
this.
He
was
successful
in
repuls

urging pretensions that originated in and consolation. I p»-ay him to bless and
j he has defended. And what are the exry
unnecessarily
we
think)
to
find
out
the
Po?-ism»«lLfeaordinary achievements for which you ing an assault on a town, and acquiring lau author of “ A Republican,” And because ‘ grasping cupidity.”
prosper my country, which, while it casts me
We believeAhere is nothing in the posi
.• .
ave incurred this debt of boundless, _ ever- rels thereby to himself and his army.
Cannot, and I trust will not, be disposed
We repeat, it is downright madness to some one, some four or five years ago, bad tion taken bji the Governor, the report of the. off,
,zon ctage
gratitude ? Is it a new thing in our
to deprive me of the c ^isolations.; which rebeer, w-riting m the newspapers vZGr ffve
3V®V, ^^ptory, that British troops should be defeat- place sirch a m.^n, fur such an act, at the same signature, he very characterlstwdly committee upon that part of his message« or. suit from a consciousness of good intentions,
the resolutions, at variance with this view of and honest conduct in office.
at half past« or destroved in an assault upon a fortified nead of your government, even were his
at halt pastJ. h
? proffi the destruction at Bunker Hill, principles republican and his talents ade infers, that he must be the same person, and the case. We design to take a more partic
The effect upon the assembly was so
ith every ata.edefeats at Moultrje, Mud Island, and quate. But reasoning is vain against infatua tho’ he did not know that writer, he does ular view of the report at some future day.
great, that there were many of the Sternest,
arrives at Doveried Bank, down tothe close of the last war, tion. The delusion.has seized us, and the know this.—Whether he does justice or in
Port. Gaz. 19th ult.
both of his judges and his accusers, who shed
justice to the supposed author, is a subject
The following are the Resolutions:
k. Dover (?.»dfchas been a common occurrence. If milita- delirium is approaching a settled insanity. with which we have no sort of concern. If
tears.
Your
high
and
subordinate
officers,
even
Mml Sl/wp u achievements alone are a sure passport to
Tire President then said, that it became
Whereas the sovereignty of this State has;
he is upon a wrong scent, it will do no harm
down
to
a
petty
ensigij
of
a
country
militia,
u. Hi™I
,
<e highest
offices in vour
gift, why
your?
painful duty, (the most painful of his life)
I“
s commanders
■ caArto
theare
shade
every thing which bps been buckled to a : to let him run, as it is not possible that he been repeatedly violated by the acts of the■: his
will be more bewildered than he is. If be Agents and officers of the Government of the to pronounce that the Hon. Win. D. James
arr re.
« »'ai’i'rd ««thing m the assertion, that sword, is mouthing the praises of Jackson, cause he has happened to blunder upon the British Province of New-Brunswick, and[ had been found guilty of the first and second
9 and annesa r
}
f
higher attainments and seems almost inflated thereby with the
, articles preferred against him ; that he had
from°SS
Gen■1'°-|>reak belief th at he himself is a “military chief name of one whose character is congenial, that government, by its Agents and Officers,
him think, if he wiH, that he can discover has wantonly and injuriously harrassed the; also been found guilty of the fourth article ;
ami Sftafie sPeli of B'itish naval s“P,erl.onty> ?r tain.” The soldiers at a company muster, let
others by their signatures. It will be well citizens of this State, residing on the North but that lie was adjudged not guilty of the
’
‘
ither invincibility, to vanquish m single after inspiration by rum or whiskey, are or to keep cool, for depend on it, characters Eastern frontier of the same, and within its third and fifth articles of impeachment. The
dered
to
“
shoulder
arms
”
for
Jackson,
and
I Great Falls ®bmbat,and m squadron too, her gallant om
sentence of the Court was, that Wm. D.
impartial and intelligent votes are have been drawn with much liberality, and if limits, by assuming to exercise jurisdiction James be removed from his said office of
it on St(M
and tars, of equal and. even superior these
the truth wounds, “the wounded pigeons” over them, in issuing and executing civil and
published
to
the
credit
of
“
the
General.
”
vd HoXeiwrce, were indeed aejuevements which
Judge of the Court of Common Pleas.
But when it shall, as it may happen, that had better bear the pain than to “flutter” criminal process against tfiem, by which
er the arrival #rm anew era in our htstory, wortny of these
too much ; the public will view their misery their property has been seized and some of
spirited
soldiers
shall
be
called
to
the
ton Stases and everlasting celebration.—• 1 here is apoht»cal
with very little compassion. Cotta, it he them arrested and conveyed out of the State,
t ARBOROtTGH, (,N. C.) FEB. 8.
P M -^leaves Gi«portauce attached to these victories, so; field to gratify the mad ambition of their gets his.friend Gen. Jackson elected, and in and subjected to the operation of the laws of
Gainful occurrence.
leader,
their
arms,
we
fear,
would
set
a
little
exceot’Sunday)alireat in their immediate effects and so imtact knows “ A Republican,” can very soon that Province ; in establishing military
On Thursday.night, 31st ult. thé dwelling
SJSt 7 A Measurably important m their results, that heavier on their shoulders.
still him, behaving him tried by a Court companies within the territory of this State, house ahd kitchen of Mr. Bennet H. Bell,
Of
all
infatuations,
military
ambition
is
the
1 on Sundmfortoey stand almost aside of the declaration ot
Martial axdKianged “ under the second sec imposing fines for neglect of military duty, near this place, were totally consumed by
•
(dependence. By these we have command- most dangerous, especially in a republic.— tion.”
imposing upon our said citizens an alien tax, fire, together with their contents, and we
0Ckd the respect of other nations, and even ex- Standing armies and their consequences,
It is said that in the Island of Celebes they and requiring payment of the same ; and regret exceedingly to add that he lost two
l Concord -^Mrtedit from the proud mistress.^hom we' martial law, oppressive taxes and a national have a custom, when one is sick of sifever, to whereas by the exercise of the aforesaid un- of his children.
Stew
Jiave humbled. 1 hese have not only secur• debt, while they are the engines of despot beat a drum over him at both ends, until he warranted’acts of jurisdiction, by the govern
ism, are the bane of republics. So reasoned either dies or recovers—-Apropos—as long ment of the said Province, some of our citi
er Hotel on® us lasting glory, but lasting peace.
It is stated in thé Virginia Free Press, that
, v L 9 o’cl(lai4h Still be it far from us to encourage or coun-• our prudent and patriotic fathers, and the as your Jacksqn fever rages as' it now does, zens have been deprived of their liberty, there is a woman in Jefferson county, aged
M MetuAMnance the rival claims of military aspirants constitutions which they'have bequeathed us you may probably hear this drumming in their property destroyed, many of them 84 years, who performed a journey of 104
Thnr^anfc civil trust. Our constitutions look upon breathe the same spirit. Where is that your ears until it terminates either by death driven from their lands and dwellings, the miles in 5 days, bn foot ; she can spin and
C’-p J Sver ^he sword with a jealous eye and bid us use spirit fled ? Even Virginia, first to resist en or recovery.
tranquility and peace of all of them disturb reel six cuts a day, of flax thread, with ease.
i'inrlrim Northwood with a sparing hand. V. here has been croachments on chartered rights, the patriot
ed, and the settlement and population of that She is of German descent;
Dui inim,
republic which could sustain her liberties ic defender of the states, and the last to toler
part of the State adjoining said Province,
NORTH-EASTERN BOUNDARY.
ate
military
usurpation,
aye,
she
has
caught
nnp-qatNorth^gainsta successful military chief ? Cssar
Dil Howe, who arrived àt Ntew-York re
On Friday last the following resolutions, greatly retarded, if not wholly prevented :
the
delusion,
and
is
throwing
up
her
cap
for
to GilmafitiMTossed the Rubicon, Cromwell expelled the
cently from Greece, has in his possession the
previously reported by tne committee whb therefore.
•H theLineto^arliament^nd Buonaparte annihilated the the military chief.—That same Virginia, had under consideration that part of the
Resolved, That the present is a crisis, in hemlot of Lord Byron, surmounted with his
’ tWkssembly ; and the mistress of the world, whose delegation in Congress in 1818, by a
which the government and people of this
ovld observe, t Queen of the isleSj and the Grand Re- majority of about two to one, among whom governor’s speech which relates to the State have good cause to look to the govern crest and plume, and his family arms in em
bossed silver upon a plate in front. Lord
North-Eastern
Boundary,
finally
passed
the
.s taken place in , ubpc became in their turn the slave of we recognize the respected names of Burwell,
ment of the United States for defence and Byron’s sword is also in Dr. Howe’s custody :
Pleasants, Tucker and Tyler, have left as House of Representatives. They had pre protection against foreign aggression.
departure ot a ? bejr respective tyrants.
it belongs to Mr. Miller. Mr. Stuyvèsant
viously passed the Senate.
l rt.w Our Washington stands alone a solitary their recorded decision that Gen. Jackson, as
Resolved further, That, if new aggressions and Dr. Howe have brought with them two
If we take into consideration the actual
hejStagesW111C1 ¡xception, a proud monument of self demal, Commander of your army, had ‘violated the posture of the important question of territory shall be made by he government of the Greek boysj who: were given to them by
are keptattne^ind ^isinterested patriotism. Bllt he was a constitution of the United States, would now
Province of New-Brunswick upon the terri
mothers. They are very lively and in
...... ...... make him the President, the Commander in which has excited such a lively interest in tory of this State, and upon its citizens, and their
nation ‘’eSP.e^h^an without an equal, a patriot without
telligent.
this
State,
and
the
fact
of
a
wanton
aggres

be ffeely ggi\
ivci!
'
a
'statesman
without
a
‘
rival.
And
is
:
Chief
of
your
army,
navy
and
militia!
But
ei! >ude, statesman
a
seasonable
protection
shall
not-fie
given
by
our jurisdiction, by the assumed the United States, the G overnor be, and he
iis case to be cited as a precedent for the el- ■ her principles ared; ected by different men. sion upon of
Profitable Stock.—Wt see by the notice
a foreign government,' we shall
_____ ——^Avation of Jackson ? 'There is in every thing In 1810, Giles, now her Governor, then in the authority
see
in
them
more than the manly hereby is, requested to use all proper and published this day, that the stockholders of
’ striking contrast in the two characters, i U. S. Senate, was in favor of constructive expression ofnothing
constitutional
means
in
his
power
to
protect
the steam boat Washington, running between
those rights, the preservation
Vashington was cool and prudent, but firm powers and friendly to the revival of the
and defend the citizens aforesaid in the en this and Augusta, will receive a dividend of
,nd impartial, and always respectful to the ; charter of the old Bank. '1 he Legislature, and security of which, are essential to our joyment of their rights.
$124 per share of $>630, being 20 per cent for
sovereignty and peace. The preamble
I'Y of HoSeWivil authority. As commander in chief of true to the principles of the State, protested briefly
Resolved further, 'That, in the opinion of two months, or àt the rate of near 120 per
recapitulates the wrongs, of which
he revolutionary ,armv,
in our most
perilous : against
of power, and so in- we
y___________
,he revolUUVHicii
y ai >*•> , this
**» exercise
>-..................................................
--- complain, the indignities and aggressions this Legislature, the Executive of the United cent per annum.--*Savannah paper.
■ ’
__ 1
<
™ ' imes, when a Dictator might,
itTever,
have structedMr.
Giles, He made a splendid which have been inflicted and is prefatory to States ought, without delay, to demand of the
Cen
asks/advises,
reom- speech,
een ’tolerated, he asks,
ad i
K’“,rbut it was on both sides of the ques- the resolves which are an appeal by an in* British government the immediate restora
ACCIDENT.
—^nends solicits urges, but never commands, : tion, calculating as we suppose to give his dependent member, to the whole confedera tion ot John Baker, a citizen of this State,
On the 10th inst. a girl, aged nine years,
ilish his great o/yecq
->(TZ'T?'pMhe means to accomplish
oZyeci,;\wn
own reasons/or
reasonsJbr the _ measure, and those of cy, for that protection and security which who has been seized by the officers of the daughter
of Obediah M’Bride, of Berlin, went
jJVij^^ ne liberty and independence oi his country, his State against it in obedience to his m- they are bound to guarantee and extend. Province of New-Brunswick, within the ter to the school-house
after her books. The
r.i first Qi^'n all the trials ot his patriotism he was the «¿ruc/zows-..—For
Feir this duplicity he was put We are not disposed to attach to them any ritory of the State of Maine, and by them door being fast, she got in at the window, and
Ott l TOS-G.^ame ; in adversity he never despaired, in “ under the ban of the Empire, ” and has been covert meaning beyond the fair and legiti conveyed to Fredericton in said Province, in returning the window fell and caught her
.
jxosperity he was never confident. He was ever since doing penance. He is himself a mate import of the words with which they where he is now confined in prison ; and to by the neck,, her body hanging outside. In
VlGH HAH?¡either rash, impetuous or. vindictive, and a latitudinanan, but he has written the Vir are expressed. As such, we see in them take such measures as will effect his early re this situation she was found soon after dead.
r tup OF Wulgar or scurrilous expression never esca- ginia doctrines until they have believed him nothing more than the free expression of the lease.
Concord Yeoman.
Resolvedfurther, That the Governor be,
L'U _L ^ed his lips. But his modesty even surpassed sincere, pardoned him and made him Gov same sentiments we have early and con
and he hereby is, authorized and requested,
1 IjljJiiis equanimity. In the hour of success, and ernor. He is for Gen. Jackson, the m<tn who stantly advocated.
Saletn Mill Dam. The Supreme Court
'IOC™ T ^/f‘fterthe capture of Cornwallis, when invited of all others has carried the doctrines of con
As these resolutions have grown out of the with the advice and consent of Council, has decided in this case, that the entire stosk
, „ ^od jtfy Congress to attend that body, and in a re- struction and necessity to their utmost ex- same investigation which resulted in the able from time to time, to extend to the family of (5000 shares) must be subscribed before as
riber has g
jy to an address of their President, his lan- treme.
report heretofore ipentioned, it may not be the said John Baker, such relief as shall be sessments can be collected. Some 3000
sale.
J.tfuage was “ I shall yield a ready obedience to . Such a blind devotion to military power, irrelevant here, briefly to recur again to that deemed necessary ; and he is hereby author- • shares have been taken and exertions are
J---- - his
--------------..... y | maki
warrant on the Treasury
Q
he subsCfi flon>
When the from
he expectation of Congress.” VVhen
from such
such .a51 state,
state,' is,
is, we
we confess, what we subject. We do not introduce the subject iized to draw
u
i
£
heir coupcoun-never expected. Are her principles forgot- with any-affected lamentations for supposed +nr
for torn
such mitt
sum nr
or anme
sums as shall hft
be renmred
required
^<rmy, worn out in the service of their
for
that
purpose.
i'ry, were about to be disbanded and sent ten, or are they abjured ? Are her Sampsons discrepancies between the state and United
Mr.
William
Fullerton
of
Ellsworth,
killed
^^^¡(ome
ill es m
tome to
to their
their fam
families
in aa state
state of
of starvastarva- asleep, or has i-ome crafty Delilah shorn them States authorities upon the questions of our
three Bears, an old one and two cubs, last
;cn, and an anonymous incendiary had urged ! of their locks ? Where ’now is the discreet I rights and their duties ; for on those, we are
Professor Cleaveland, of Dartmouth Col week in their den near the root of an old tree.
’hhem not to
part with their arms until they and prudent firmness of a Peyton Rannuoiph,
’ ' ’ sC) fGI>tunate as not to discover any conflicting lege is about publishing a third edition of his Bears seem to be quite plenty in this country
...
-1—. justice tofVix^u.x.Wr«
Sj hej with a the patriotic fire of a Henry, and the
ite yx'orslnp^pjiiiad done
themselves,
I views, or feelings between the two govern- excellent treatise on mineralogy. It is the of late.—Ellsworth Courier.
/
gnation. stifled the»phetic wi'sdom of a Jefferson? Could such!
AMES K’patriotic and holy indignatioi
" ! rnents. It istrue that Gov. Lincoln asserts most copious work which we have upon the
onspiracy, inspired his companions in arms nien have fallen into such a snare ? Could] that the general government have no right subject, and has been adopted as a text book
Morals.—It is stated in a letter from Hol
nth hopes, and gave them the weight of his Mr. Adams’ opinion in favor of one construc- | to cede any portion of an independent State by the Professors of Mineralogy, in Yale, land that last year, in a population of upwards
ifluence that their hopes might be realized, tive
t“’“ power,
««'«?***• hnvp
«n exasperated thpm
have so
them «asr m
to ! wjthout their consent, or to jeopard it by any Cambridge, and we believe Amherst Col of six millions, there were but two execu
ee him resigning his command, and retiring have
have^induced
for a man wuo; compact incompatible with State rights or leges.
induced a preference tor
tions.
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Assembly's Catechism." Now if there is same council that enacted supei stition, and
STATES COWRESS.
any imposition in the ‘’title page,” surely favored antichristian usurpation in the
that formerly in use was a much greater im church ; and that It has been mostly encour
, jFbr the, Kennebunk Gazette- position, than the one lately printed in Ken aged and promoted in the church of Home, TWENTIETH CONGRESS............FIRST SESSION. HOUSE OF REPRESENTd^
nebunk, for it is well known to the “ ortho which has been so remarkable for confused
MONbAr, fFB is'
SW
dox,” that the Catechism in the old Primers mysteries., as to acquire in sacred writ, the
The House ordered 500 copies of then
SO FAR SO GOOD.”
IN SENATE,
name of “ Mystery Babylon,” that is mys
contained
but
a
small
part
of
“
the
Assem

solve in relation to aggressions. on the Nonh
Let the friends of Gen. Jackson in Maine
MONDAY,
FEB.
18.
Wei
of confusion.
eastern Frontier to be printed.
cry’“ federalists, amalgamation,” &c. 7'he bly’s Catechism.”—7’be writer goes on, and tery
The memorials of sundry merchants of
Doctor Woods of Andover, in a late publi 
Several bills passed to be enacted.
15th ul
commencement of our nominations of elect say s, “ The latter part of the book—is occu cation, has mentioned about twenty different Salem and of New-Haven, in favour of the
ors is rather inauspicious to them. Nowell, pied with 'the Catechism. It is here an definitions of the Trinity, which have been erection of a Breakwater in Nantucket Har
Fillebrown and Prime—call ye these men nounced as The shorter Catechism, leading held by the orthodox; (and to these might bour, were presented and referred.—Several
T,
U
A TUES«AY’FKB,19,.
■which
I he House in concurrence with the
federalists ? General Nowell—not a drop of very, evidently to the supposition that the have
petitions were presented. 7'he bill to pro
been
added
twenty
more,
all
of
which
sinceAssembly
’
s
shorter
Catechism
’
is
intended.
”
federal blood ever- ran in his veins. Fille
vide for the construction of a Breakwater at ate, referred to the next Legislature the »
brown was in 1804, an elector with Sullivan, Here again the reverend author of the piece are unintelligible.) And he says, he regrets the mouth of the Delaware was taken up, port on the petition of Arthur M’Lellan > of the i
Elbridge Gerry & Co. voted for 7'homas Jef is mistaken ; for in the old Primers, it is an that the word person should ever have been and on motion of Mr. Woodbury the blank als—of Cyprian Cole and als.
Trinity
Bill to incorporate York Chapter of K, thewh
ferson and George Clinton for President and nounced by “ The shorter Catechism, agreed introduced to distinguish the different prop filled with $250,000. Mr. Webster of Mas
by the Reverend Assembly oj Divines erties of the Godhead.
Arch
Masons
—
Bill
to
incorporate
gJVice President. Prime a republican “ dyed upon
at W^simmsrrr.”“77,he vvriter goes on in his
T’he pious writer in the Christian Mirror sachusetts, resumed his seat this day.
Lodge—Bill to incorporate the Lite/ traty
in the wool,” a member of the Legislature
charges the publisher of the late Primer with
Fraternity of Waterville College. V ■ We w
during the last war and “ true to the core.” pure, chaste and mild style, as follows : u And deception,
TUESDAY, FEB. 19.
unfairness
and
dishonesty,
for
Smit

to
carry
the
deception
still
farther,
and
if
Bill authorizing the reduction of the
No eulogy of their talents is necessary—it is
Several subjects, both of a public and pri tai stock of the Waterville Bank, were / ever bi
their pledge of fidelity to Mr. Adams and re possible to beguile unwary souls, the first ing in the Catechism a question and an
swer,
which
bring
into
view
the
doctrine
of
vate
nature,
were
discussed
;
but
no
decision
five
questions
and
answers
are
precisely
in
erally passed to be enacted.
’ [ der cb
publican principles which we want and these
liberty
we have. We fully understand the policy of the words of the Assembly’s Catechism. The the 7'rinity ; a doctrine about which the or was had on either of them. Mr. Webster
the Jacksonites. Where either Nowell or sixth question and answer, which bring into thodox never were agreed, which they them delivered a long and abte speech on the bill
does n<
TT
.
WEDNESDAY, Feb.20
have confessed they could not under to establish judicial process in the States ad
Fillebrown is not known, the cry will be “ he view the doctrine of the 'Trinity, are omit selves
1 he House in concurrence with the
certain
stand
;
which
is
not
to
be
found
in
the*scripted,
and
also
the
seventh
and
eighth
ques

mitted
into
the
Union
since
1789.
ate,
refused
a
passage
to
the
bill
proviE
is a federalist.” A little newspaper at Ban
thodox
tures
of
truth,
but
is
expressly
contrary
to
tions
and
answers,
which
speak
of
God
’
s
de

tor
State
paupers.
gor has already pronounced Nowell a federal
of the “ faithful and true wit
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 20.
haven
ist ! Some other “ little Jackson” paper here, crees, and the execution of them.”—Here thedeclaration
” John 17, 3, where he declares, in ad
The bill for the relief of the Columbian
(if such can be found) will re-echo it, of Fil- then is the first deception, to beguile unwary ness,
THURSDAY, FEB.21
dressing
himself
to
his
“
Father,
”
—
“
7'hisis
souls,
that
the
above
writer
complains
of,
College
was
ordered
to
a
third
reading,
af

lebrown. And what of all that ? ‘ Do the
No finished business of importance.
among 5
friends of “ the chieftain” believe the people that “ the doctrine of the Trinity" is left life eternal,’ that they might know THEE ter some discussion ; and \he remain
pleasur I
the
ONLY
TRUE
GOD,
and
Jesus
Christ,
out
of
this
Catechism
!
And
if
it
is
not
to
be
der
of
the
sitting
was
taken
up
in
deba

are fools ? Are they so infatuated as to sup
FRIDAY, FEO
ting the bill making an appi opriation for a
rapid
p|
pose they can make them start at such shad found in the Bible, if ft never was taught by whom tkou hast sent.”
Bill to change the name of the town
And the writer warns the churches in the breakwater at the mouth of the Delaware.
ows ? Wait a little, until our ticket is full, and our Saviour, nor by his /Xpostte^, nor by the
Adams—to set off part of the town of Alfe see peo |
County
of^York,lest
unwary
souls
should
be
primitive
Christians,
ougl^it
not
to
be
left
then bark at it, or, if you have the nerve, set
and annex the same to the town of Sa fford, KliptUlJ
up another counter to it. We should be de out of Catechisms ? Especially when chil beguiled in using a Catechism, which among
to incorporate the mutual fire insurant • thecha |
other
things
omits
thd
doctrine
of
the
'Trini

dren
have
imbibed
catechisms
so
strongly,»
lighted to see “ the republican Jackson tick
The Columbia College bill was reavl a company of Wiscasset—to incorporateti
et” announced. We are watching for it, with that after they were grown up, they were ty ; which if the wisest meh could not under third time and parsed. The bill authorizing Thomaston mutual fire insurance Company« them s I
much solicitude. It would be “ a feast of fat notable to distinguish beWegu them and! stand, how can. it be expected that children a register to be issued for brig Liberator of providing for the promotioh of education, and poi |
things” a “ delicious morsel of criticism.” It the sacred Scriptures ? There have been I should understand ? A doctrine which has no Bath, was ordered to be engrossed ; as was regulating within this State, the Agencies« minster 4
would, we charitably hope, be composed of persons grown to manhood, who being asked tendency to purify the heart, or mend the also a bill for the relief of Henry G. Rice.
Insurance Companies established or incom ;
“ exclusive patriots,” no office-seekers or whether they read of the 7'pihity in the Bi-1 life; but winch tends to enslave the minds
The motion to reconsider the vote by rated without the same—to incorporate V thrown s
office-holders. None who are federalists or ble, have answered, yes, we read, “ ¡'here and confound the judgments of those who re which the bill to regulate processes in the town of Wellington—to incorporate the prò heaven! t
have ever been such. One of republicans, are three persons in the Godhead, the Fath ceive it, so as to be capable of submitting to courts of the U. States in States admitted in prietorsof Piscataqua Canal—to annex L ! and that ;1
tried, proved, sublimated—“ the salt of thé er, the Suit and the Holy Ghost; and these the most unreasonable superstition, and of to the Union since 1789, was carried after ofPalmyia to Pittsfield, were se ve rally ni«, shall ta I
earth” which has in nothing “ lost its sa three are one God, the same in substance, believing the grossest absurdities.
debate, in which Messrs. Webster, ed to be enacted.
We have several other, observations to some
equal in.power andglorv.”—On being told,
1 loveum |
Rowan and Tazewell participated.
vour.”
make
upon
the
remarks
of
this
pious
writer
that
is
hot
in
the
Bible,
it
is
only
in
the
Cat

We might. speculate as to the men—but
tice aco f
SATURDAr, FEB.Z.
bo matter.
Whoever they maybe, “the' echism. The answer has been, I know it is in the Christian Mirror; but we shall re
for paying the amounts agi We a ;i
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. theResolve
committee, would designate and “ the Argus” in the Catechism, and 1 have read it in the serve them for a futui e opportunity.
State finally passed.
as to tal I
Kennebunk, Feb. 27, 1828.
MONDAY, FEB. 18.
canonize them. They would be pure and im Bibletoo.
^■|K!RBWiaW<!EKiMEBSEy^
A message was received from the Gove;, wehave |
If we can give credit to ecclesiastical his
Upwards of eighty petitions were pre
maculate men, “ tried in the furnace of af
sented. Mr. M’Duff.e, from the Committee nor transmitting the Report relative to tfe .one shot I
fliction” and who “ had come cut of much tory, we shall find that the first learned men
rOBKGH wws
on Ways and Means, reported the following accounts of one of the Agents- of the Penob wish not I
tribulation.” None who had deserted Mr.- who embraced Christianity after the apostles
bill, which was twice read and committed— scot Indians—read and referred in conon.
Adams because their pay was discontinued. were generallv such as had been educated
DISTRESSING SHIPWRECK.
rence.
’ shall pu
None whose character had ever been tar in the Platonic schools, and that these for
The
Journal
du
Havre,
of
the
16th
Dec.
“
A Bill to equalize and reduce the duties'on
But whe
nished by federal touch, or polluted by Brit the three first centuries were the principal gives the particulars of the shipwreck of the
imported
Teas-.
MONDAY, FEB.25, scrihete i
ish gold. Not one of'them will have held an writers in the church. It is evident also, American brig Lydia, Capt. Sylvia, bound
Be it enacted, iKc. That, from and after
that
they
brought
with
them
much
of
their
Bill^o
extend
the
gaol
yard
limits
in
tin
from C<-rk to New-York, a translation of the 1st day of January, 1829, the duties here
office or would take one.
and tad 1
. Cumberland will not nominate the one whe vain philosophy, and by degrees mingled it which is given in the N. Y. American. 7'he tofore laid on imported Teas shall cease, and several counties to the exterior boundaries^ what w |
with
the
gospel,
by
which
means
the
“
pure
each
county,
passed
its
last
stages
in
th
was unsuccessful before. “.A. burnt child
crew and passengers of the Lydia36in num the following duties be levied and collected
dreads the fire.” York will not take the testimony” became adulterated. Filled with ber, arrived at Havre on. the 18th Dec. in the in lieu thereof; that is to say ; cwl'eas from House and Senate. The bill to abolish h ' roused t( I
Sheriff, his sinecure does .not set well with philosophical notions, they interpreted scrip French brig Jean Baptiste, Capt. Ambert, China, and in ships or vessels-from the Uni- prisonment for debt was refused a passage. tins by ]
the people, who pay him two thousand ture in an allegorical mysterious sense, and who took them from the wreck on the 28th ted'States, as follows. On Imperial, Guning for o f
dollars for doing nothing. Lincoln will not darkened counsel by words without knowl Nov. The Lydia sailed from Cork, Oct. 13, ,powder, and Gomee, forty cents per pound ;
: telling si
LEGISLATURE.
take their great man—there are too ma edge It was in the age of darkness, about but it does not appear how many persons ->n Hyson and Hyson Chilian, thirty cents
On Tuesday last, messages were mufuajj ■ not to kt i
ny stumbling blocks in the way. While the middle of the third Century, that the were on board at that time ; her sails were per pound.; on Young Hyson, twenty-seven
the deposit is "tolerated every thing is equivo foundation was laid for the doctrine of the split in a storm on the 16th, and on the 31st cents per pound ; on Hyson Skin, and other reciprocated between the several depart', ;aresow 1
Trinity.
Sabellius,
about
that
time,
main

meats
of the government of this State, afe
cal. Kennebec has.no one w’itb nerve enough.
in another storm, her mainmast was carried Green, eighteen cents per pound on Sou
us, that i
As to the rest we dont know—we should like tained thtit God, .though only one person, away, her pumps ch< ked, and two of -her chong, and other Black, (excepting Bohea) which the Legislature adjourned with«
in three distinct offices, which were
day. The session, although not uniisuil' and that i
to see. We shall he patient and if possible acted
best
men
disabled.
Nov.
4,
fell
in
with
ship
eighteen
vents'per
pound.
On
7
’
eas,
from
those of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. 7'hat
ly long, has been one of business. D®. argumen i
suppresseur curiosity.
Inquisitor.
the Word and Holy Spirit are only virtues, Corinthian, of Baltimore, for Liverpool, who any other place, or in any other than ships or ing the fifty-six days they were togethe tended tJ t
refused
to-succour
them,
although
informed
vessels
of
the
United
States,
as
follows,
viz
:
emanations, or functions of the Deity. That
there have been passed one hundred and se
he who was in heaven is the Father of all that each person was reduced to an ounce of On Imperial Gunpowder, andGomee, fifty- enteen acts of a general or special chant As“(
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
things ; that he descended into the virgin, bad bread for every twenty-four hours. Same four cents per pound ; on Hyson, and Hyson ter, and sixty-four resolves. Id addition'?1 the sale f
and became R child, ant) was born of her as day fell in with French ship Panurga, from Chilian, forty cents per pound ; on Young this, much local business has been disposer we will i I
Mr. Remich,
a Son; and that having accomplished the Char Won and Havre, who gave them some Hyson, thirty-six cents per pound ? on Hyson
7 am a republican, but I would employ a mystery of our- salvation, he diffused him sails and provisions. 13th spoke brig Ospray Skin and other Green, twenty-five cents per of. A greater degree of harmony has pre past yea
federalist as’ a physician, a lawyer or a me self on the apostles in tongues of fire, and of Salem, from Gibralter for Boston, from pound ", on Souchong and other Black Teas, vailed than was by some anticipated. J: ■ thousand ;
chanic, if he was entitled to my confidence. was then denominated the Holy Ghost.”— whom they received some bread and flour. (except Bohea) twenty-five cents per pound; subject of a political character has transpW
to awaken acrimonious feelings among fti centlypi i
What have his political principles to do with 1'his was a Trinity of offices.—About the 21st lost the other mast, and the vessel he- and on Bohea, ten cents per pound.”
hisskill or fidelity ; I would elect Mr. Ad year 317, contentions arose about three per c®e unmanageable. Every person was ex
17ie Military Appropriation Bill was fur different members of the same, or of the» hisfamo i
ams President. Could I choose a federalist sons.in the Godhead. The chmtian doctors hauster! with fatigue and want, and a dog- ther discussed ; but it had not been got rious departments of the government. A! Horde i
though subjects have comebcfore them sob
an elector, who, I know weald vote for him, entertained different sentiments upon this served for food three days. When this was through- with when the House adjourned.
what calculated to elicit those feelings, sli more, wl |
wvhy should I hesitate ? Is there any more subject, and discoursed variously concerning consumed, and famine stared them in the
BOUNDARY..
they have been so disposed of as Co presetrt not been’1
reason in the one case than in the other ? My -he distinction between Father, Son, and face, the miserable wretches whose strength
Mr.
WING
moved
the
following
resolu

harmony and great unanimity.
improve i
maxim is this—Jf a federalist will do better- Holy Ghost ; each following his own opinion. had failed them, becomethe victims of those
tion,
which,
under
the
rules,
lies
on
the
ta

Portland Ait , for liber '
than a republican, i'^ill give him the prefer Many held the opinion of Origen, who held who could yet work the pumps! On the 28th ble one day.
ence.
that the Son was in God, that which reason fell in with the Jean Baptiste, from Charles
! For f i
Bt solved, 7'hat the Secretary of State
I w:Il moreover prefer in all cases an hon is in man ; and that the bloly Ghost was ton for Havre. 7'he French captain took
PRACTICE OF PHYSIC.
Primer < >
est federalist to a dishonest. republican—an nothing more than the divine energy, or ac the women and children on board his ship, be directed to report to this House a copy of
A
bill
passed
the
present
Legislature
rep
intelligent federalist to a republican dunce. tive force.—In consequence of various con but as he had a long route before him, he the maps, and so muQh of the reports of the ulating the Practice of Physic and Surgen minster I
Commissioners
appointed
under
the
Treaty
Am 1-right ¿r wrong?
■
A Citizen.
tentions, the famous council of Nice was call- said he could not burden himself with so ma of Ghent, for ascertaining the JVbrMern and It was introduced by Dr. Shaw, of Wiscassei i article u t
d by Constantine the great, in the year 325. ny people, but would send provisions and .N'orthwestern boundary between the U. S. 77ie prominent provisions of the act are,!
Mr. Remfch,—I herewith send'you the Mr.Milner says this council was composed sails for those on board. A scene of terrible and G. Bri-tiaiKas will exhibit those parts of preclude any one from the recovery o(m|
able and eloquent speech of Mr. Sergeant, jf 318 bishops from the various parts of the despair ensued : the separation of mothers said boundary which are already decided on. ment of debts for his services, who practice
Physic or Surgery without having firstobtaii
upon the resolutions, offered by Mr. Chilton, Christian world, and many presbyters, a- from children, and brother from brother,
.ed a degree from’Bowdoin College, or acei Advfct
in Congress. I am sure you cannnot render mounting in all to about 600. “ 7'hey col seemed more terrible than death itself ; and
TUESDAT, FEB. 19.
as
the
vessel
prepared
to
make
sail
the
most
ber, hav
a more Acceptable service.to your readers, lected togeth r the passages of scripture
Mr. Barney gave notice, that, whenever tificate from the Censors of the Maine Mei
than by publishing this speech. IttTocscred- which represent the divinity of Jesus Christ, piercing cries arose from both vessels. 77ie the bill reported by the Committee of ical Society. The bill was opposed onthe of Hava
it to the distinguished.Statesman who deliv and observed, that taken together, they generous Frenchman, touched by the scene, Ways and Means, proposing to reduce the ground that it was an abridgment of persons Meads,.
ered it; and will be read with profit and amounted to a proof of his being of the same and listening rather to the dictates of human duty ©n Teas, should be under, consideration, rights and inconsistent with the spirit of»:' Ayres, w
pleasure, by every candid, fair minded man. substance with the Father. That creatures nature than of prudence (since he only had he would move to embrace within its pro institutions. How that can be consideredif
1
FRANKLIN.
were indeed said to be of God, because not on board.the necessary allowance for his own visions, all Teas that may be in bond in the abridgement of personal rights which isde "Ibq
. existing of themselves, they had their begin crew,) resolved to receive all tu his vessel; Custom House Stores on the 1st January, signed and calculated to preserve and p tion of f:
[We shall'be pleased to gratify our friend aing from him ; but that the Bon was pecu and each sailor emulating the example of his
mote one of the dearest interests of the citi
“ Franklin.” As the speech is very lengthy liarly of the Father, being of his substance as captain, shared with the shipwrecked suf 1829, when it is designed that the bill shall zen, that of health and life,, we are unablel papers, ■
place on :
take
effect.
7
he
Military
Appropriation
conceive. True it is an abridgement oftl
it would be impracticable to insert the whole begotten of him.—Nothing is found in the de ferers his bottle and his bread.
7"he passengers and crew published a card bill was further debated ; but the committee rights cP a few individuals to palm off the W of tl!
cision
of
the
council
of
Nice,
that
God
is
three
Homer,! j
of it at once. We will at convenient oppor
rose without coming to a decision. No busi
quackery for science and skill; butitisu
persons ; or that Christ is the true and self in the Journal du Havre,, acknowledging
tunities furnish as much, of it as we can find existent God, or that the Holy Ghost is a their gratitude for the generous conduct of ness of importance was transacted in the the same degree an enlargement of the ini m, ten i
leagues I:
Capt. Ambert, and for the care and atten^ House on 7 uesday.
room for.]
person.
The House refused, 98 to 103,-to emsider«.- vidual rights of every other member /j,ofti11 sight of .
After the death of Constantine the great tions of himself and crew during the 21 clays Mr. Floyd’s resolution for fixing a timefor community.
unmoles i
his empire was divided into three parts. they w ere on board his vessel.
delphia, '
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
TERMINATING She SESSION. [The
Some of the church were warmly attached to
-Theb |
Intelligence!'.considers this as indicating an
The
House
of
Representatives
of
th?
the Ari-an sentiment, and others to the sen
intention to pass a Tariff' Bill—and other State have passed the following Preamfe todScht ■
FROM MEXICO.
In the “ Christian Mirror” of the 15th of timents of the Nicehes. Hence arose ani
vessels 1< i
Bills of,general importance.]
Feb. inst. is a piece, headed "Pious Fraud
and Resolutions,
Argus of Tuesday Ayrean :
mosities, seditions, treacheries, and acts of
Letters from Mexico to the 9th o{ January I
-complaining of “ alterations in children’s violence between the contending parties. have beep received in New-York. A danWhereas the vice of intemperance is das- the intri
books, which wholly changed their religious Council was assembled against council, and ger ous (fopspiracy; against the government,!
IFEDNESDAF, FEB. 20.
gercus in its consequences and deleterious i inanticij
; character.” 77ie author has not seen fit to their jarring and contradictory decrees in which Vice President Bravo and other D A memorial
was
presented
from
Condy
» i.» pi
1 i
axt • ”■
its effects, destroying the property, IMj
come forward with his name, but he appears spread perplexity and confusion throughout distinguished individuals were leaders, had ) aguet, late Charge des Affaires at Brazil | an(j health of its victims; and as evert: were ex
to be a person who is fonder of attending to the Christian world ; each party by turns, just been A.ffvctually put down ; and the con- ; praying to be heard in defence of hims^tfj-[practise, tending to increase or encourag operatic
the concerns of others than his own parochial charging the other with heresy and blas spiratoTs imprisoned. 7'ranquilit}r had, in a i against the charges preferred against him of that vice, should meet the decided dlsapprs I The c
various i
-affairs.—In this piece, he says, “There phemy.
impropriety in his diplomatic conduct.
bation of every good citizen—therefore
great measure, been restored.
from the
are, according to the Boston Recorder, two
In the year 379, 7'heodosius came upon
7'ainpiCo papers to the 26th of January,!
Resolved, as the sense of this House,
Banda 0
books having the same title, “ Anna Ross,” thethrone; and was warmly opposed to Ar iecei\rd .at Baltimore," give some ferthei !
THURSD'AT, FEB. 21.
the practice of testing on public daysofefc the most
the one evangelical» the other so modified as ianism. He published a law to oblige all hjs particulars of the recent conspiracy in Mex
7'he House took up the bill making appro tion, ten ling to encourage habits of interop lion wer
to leave out ail that is peculiar and distin subjects to profess the dex trine cf the Nlcene ico. Qol,/¡.rancas had been shot, pursuant priations for certain fortifications, and the rance, is highly dangerous to republic session a
guishing in religion.— A wonderful Crime creed ; and ordered that all the churches ih to
sciirei
for being concerned in the plot. bill making appropriations for the military principles and political freedom, unbeco® «rrecom
this! Because a small book had been publish which it was not professed, should be,consid- Generals
Negrete
and Echivari, it was sup service foi; the year 1828. After some dis ing a moral and religious people, and desen- orouspr
ed under the title ci" Anna Ross,” which ered heretical.
posed,
would
also
suffer death ; and Con cussion the two bills were ordered to be en ing the most pointed reprobation—and Hieimpo
was undoubtedly a fictitious character ; that
in 381, 7'heodqciouscalled the famous Coun gress had ordered the grand jury to proceed grossed.
pers< ns who use their influence to disennfr forthe
another and a different one should be pub cil of Constantinople. 7'his council was com
. i 1; inn - im i \ n n ij ■»! w n ■■inn 11 ii—ii
ue the practice, deserve well of the Co«’ invade t
lished with the same general tj-tle. But says posed of such bishops as he supposed agreed with the indictment against V ice President
Hon. 7 homas 7 udor 7'ucker, Treasurer try.
province
the writer, the one is evangelical, tidd the with li(m in sentiment. Doctor Mosheim Bravo. There was a great want of money
in
the
public
treasury
;
but
the
-government,
of
the
United
States,
is
said
to
be
in
the
en

oreatea
other so. modified as to leave out all that is says “ an hundred and fifty bishops who were
it
is
said,'.was
stronger
than
ever,
and
the"
joyment
ofhis
usual
healh.
The
report
of
wvaleja
peculiar and distinguishing in religion. And present at this council, gave the fnishgig
Mr. Van Buren is nominated in some 3 ally«sti
law
for
the
expulsion.ot
the
Spaniards
would
nis
demise
originated
in
the
death
of
a
gen

who made the self stiled orthodox the sole touch to what the council of Nice had left
the New-York papers, as the successor f “or, Dor
certainly
be
carrie
d
into
execution.
tleman
in
Virginia,
named
Tucker.
judges of what is evangelical, and what is/z<?- imperfect, and fixed in a full and determinate
the late Gov. Clinton. Mr. Pitcher. ® vest adaj
Letters from Mexico state that twenty-five
771 e merchants and underwriters of Phila
culiar and distinguishing in religion ? Are manner, the doctrine of three persons in. one
officvrs, some high in rank, were taken with delphia and other commercial cities, have Lieut. Governor, is said to be confined to s
there no Christians amongst all the various God."
General Bravo. Several of them had been applied to government for additional naval house by serious indisposition. In cased® .The h(
sects and denominations in the world, except
demise, the Executive Government will «
Here then the Doctrine of the Trinity was
those whom they choose to call orthodox ? modelled out. Mr. Milner says “ 7 his coun shot, and the remainder would probably protection in the Gulph of Mexico, against vested in Mr. Livingston, President pm.® Wof
share
the
same
fate.
7
he
issue
was
consid

the
depredations
which
are
apprehended
in
We sincerely, hope there are, many.
of the Senate till the new election is
cil was very cot fused and disorderly, greatly
W,toi
The.above writer proceeds in his second i iferiqr in wisdom and piety to the council of ered a happy one for Mexico, us it gave -the consequence of Com. Porter’s proclamation which we believe, does not take place w W
most
satisfactory
evidence
of
the
stability
of
inviting
privateers
to
arm
under
the
Mexican
paragraph “ ¡JT^Beware of Imposture
Nice“ Faction was high, and charity was
flag. 771 e most satisfactory assurances, it is November.—Centinel.
und addresses himself " To the Churches of low, at that time.”-—The church in the fourth her republican institutions.
by the :
said, have been given by the Secretary of the
■Christ in the county of York.” “ Belove'd century, both according to Mosheim and Mil
The widow of De Witt Clinton, it is ro* bound to
Navy on the subject.
brethren :—7'here is exposed for sale in sev ner,'made very rapid advances in degenera
tioned, since the deep bereavement wm Mhgi
Com. Porter’s squadron was at Vera Cruz
eral places in this county, a little book, with cy; and if we may give credit towhat has
The south part of the Farmington Canal has occurred to her, has sunk beneath ® ftsselsd
the following title, page : “ 7'he New Eng- been collected from both these histori on the 18th January, under orders to sail the at New-Haven, Conn, was filled with water weight of.her affliction, and has been in’
1 md Primer, improved: or an easy and pleas ans, we may justly infer, that the docti’ine of latter part of the month ; but from the great on the 19th ult. 7'he |canal-b$at De witt situation of total mental alienation, insist®
ant guide to the art of reading. 7'o which is three persons in one God, was conceived in difficulty in obtaining seamen, it was deubted Clinton, filled with passengers, passed the that he is not dead, but only sleeping,a®
added, 7'he Catechism.” &c.—What the Platonic Philosophy : brought forth in alle whether the vessels could be manned at all. basin and three locks and returned ; while a imploring those around her to awaken hi®
writer here complains of is that “ one would gory : had its growth in the degeneracy oj 7'he Congresso, 64, formerly the Asia, large concourse of spectators on the banks
suppose by reading this title that it was the the church ; and its maturity or “ finishing which arrived on the 9th from the Pacific, repeatedly testified their joy at the spectacle.
about an
Capt. Basil Hall, of the British army,
same formulary wftich has beeji used in fam touch” in a “ very confused and disorderly appeared in good order, and had on board
A single Orangetree in the grove of Mr. is making the tour of the United States, «* ttased, t
ilies for generations.”—7'he writer•'happens council,”—w whenfaction was high and char about 700 men, principally Europeans. The
sbattere
brig which she carried in, captured near the Antonio Alvarez, at St. Augustine, produced at Fayetteville, N. C. on the 12th ult;
to be mistaken in this; for if he will take ity lew.”
Island of Cuba, was r Spanish transport, 5,500 oranges. We have heard however, of
Wh th
pains to look up one ®f the old Primers, he
It is no very promising circumstance that from Cadiz for Havana, having on board a tree on the St. Johns, that produced six
5vill find in the title page of those, “ The this doctrine should have been enacted by the
The Ohio river on the 9th of February"'5’ TM
about 230 troops and 1000 muskets.
Sizing
thousand.
over the first bank and continued rising.

COHtMTOBriCATIONS.
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NEW-YORK, FEB. 22.
Montpelier, feb. 18.
_ Snow.—On Sunday evening last, we were'
FlkE IN NEW-ORLEANS.
FOOLISH ADVENTURE.
msited by a Snow Stornp which continued
Ry the ship Russell, captain Fosdiok* fromi
Maj. Geo. W. Collamer, of Barre, on the with much violence through the night—du
New-Orleans, intelligence has been brought 14th inst. shot an apple from the bare head
ring which time about 8 'inches fell. The FS1 HE undersigned Commissioners appoint
SÆTD’B.®
1,1828. that a fire took place in that city on the 3d’ of Mr. Henry Ingram, at the distance of 27 subsequent
,the JddSe of lobate for the
rains and warm weather has ed ,
instant, at about 10 o’clock of the evening, in yards, with a rifle.—Mr. Collamer than took
County of York, to receive and exaníiné the
a dry goods store on the Levee, next to Gov his turn, and Ingram at the same distance however, left the ground almost bare.
claims
against
thé estate of
We noticed in the Christian Mirror of the ernment House, by which much property
In Norridgwock, from p5 to 18 inches of
shot an apple from his head. It was done in snow fell from 9 o’clock on Sunday evening
1CÔRY
PERklffB,
15th ult. a communication over the signature was destroyed. The flames were not long the presence of a number of respectable gen
7o clock on Monday morning—In Wiscas late of Sanford, in said county; yeoman, de
of G. W. venting his spleen against & Primer communicating to the Government House, tlemen, who after fruitless attempts to stop to
set, about 12 inches fell.
ceased, represented insolvent, líéféby give
which was published in this office some time on one side, and to the range of buildings be the parties, had the satisfaction to see them
low, all of which were burnt down as far as come off in safety. The apples were so I A Probate Court will be hdlden in this vil notice to the' Creditors of said éstate, that
since—complaining that we had omitted some St. Peter-street —.including the fine large ed
six months from the fifth day of February A.
handsomely cut by the ball that the juice and lage on 1 uesday next.
D. 1828, are allowed for Bringing in their
of the most essential articles concerning the ifice ®n the corner of St Peter-street and the pomace remained in considerable quantities
The Cumberland and Oxford Canal will cla ms and proving their debts. And that
Trinity, an omission, which, notwithstanding levee, belonging to Madame Castillon. The on the hair of their heads.
State Gaz.
be
commenced
in
April
next.
the Commissioners will attend for the pur
loss by this fire is immense. The State, and
1* t0
incoiw!“H the whininS opinion oF “ G. W.” to the con- Mr. Pontabert are said to be the greatest suf
fo incur
Thursday, the third day of April next, has poses aforesaid at thè office of N. D. Apple
Damage by Lightning .—This is a strange
Waterville(j!' trarF’ we had an undoubted right to make. ferers, the state having lost much the largest
been appointed by the Governor of Massa ton in ¿Alfred, on the first Sâtürilaÿs of April,
reductS We' w°uW inform the sapientwriter;who- ^mount. The wind was light and from the title for a winter paragraph, but it is never chusetts, for a dav of Fasting and Prayer June and August next, front two io fi ve o’clock
theless true that a remarkable thunder storm
in the afternoon of said days, resiaectivelv.
d’to'b teiV’"eM ev€rhe may be’that the publisher is not un- South, and owing to that the shipping in occurred on the evening of the 2J Feb. in throughout that State.
E ANE APPLETON, 7 Come darted, der church government—that he takes the port received no damage ; but besides the Ontario county during which the dwelling
SAMUEL ESTES.
imisfoGovernment House, the City Library, and house of Mr. John Lewis, about six miles
Alfred, February 20, 1828¿
liberty to think and act for himself—that he the New Civil Order and Code of Practice, southwest of Geneva, was struck by-Jightse tn concurréEJl does not consider himself accountable to a with the exception of about fifty copies, were
ning and considerably damaged. It entered
destroyed.'
at the end opposite the chimney, shivered
certain set of people who stile themselves or
The archieves of the.state, and the books two ot the rafters, and descended into the
thodox for his conduct or his opinions—they and papers of the Treasurer’s office, and of
A LL persons having Demands aga n J thé
cellar, tearing off in its progress the clap
foM. town of Kennebunk; are requested to
have not as yet with all their efforts succeed- both houses of the Legislature, were, by boards, breaking windows, &c. Fortunately
caU on the Selectmen on or'before the 20th
ed business of hj
in establishing a gag law or an .inquisition good fortune, mostly saved. We have not
none of the family were injured.
day of March next and have them adjusted.
learned the amount at which the damage is
nM in......... mi
—-hmong us to burn and imprison—-and it is with estimated.
PerOrdef,
N; JEFFERDS.
_
PHU!, pleasure and heartfelt delight we observe the
Kennebunk, Feb. 27, 1828.
The origin of the fire is not stated, but it , , Mr. Randolph, in a late speech, after en
Married —In Sanford, 10th ult. by Rev.
for some time, to establish a dis
,
set off
nanie O’apid progress of liberal principles, that we is reasonable to infer, that it was the work of deavoring,
John Chadbourn, Lt. Phineas T. Witham, to
puted point, declared—
ys ëpsl
or
he same to the u'tSee peoi>le exercising the right of reading the an incendiary, as the Argus states that at- '
Miss
Elmira Paul, both of S.
It is clear—it is clear as—it is rather
■ate the mutual*ScriPtUres aatl Jud§inS ior themselves— that tempts had been made to fire the Fauxbourg m ore clear than—the light of that wihdow-—
In Middlebury, Vt. Jan. 8ch, by Rev. John
í
St. Mary. Combustibles,, and, trains were dis- »
Clark, Rev. Green »Grove Moor, of the Fg^HlS prevalent disorder, as it exhibits.itwhich is not very clear.”
'I VViscasset-to i^he charm which has so lohg bound and made covered, set to about forty houses.
1 his is equal to his “ piece of paper about Methodist Episcopal Church, Shapleigh, Æ. self in its cdstomary Symptoms of want
iiMhe3]Ljrein^r*ithem subservient to ecclesiastical tyranny
so big.
Both of which are excellent illus Me. to Miss Violetta Woodward of the for of afifietite, distressing Jlatulencis, heart•vithin tVis^Tattt^an.d PQwei; is faSt dissolving—that VVestGREAT FIRE IN NEW-YORK.
mer place.
trations to the-distant reader.—Pal.
b irn, fiain in thè stomach, sick Head-ache,
1 he Mercantile Advertiser of Friday fur
'omnanies establish111 ;nster Catechisms and human creeds are
nàusea, vomiting and còstiveness, is no>v
mxaiRT.
found
to yield to the tried efficacy of
't*t the same—to ¿thrown aside to make way for the pure and nishes the annexed particulars of the exten
A post note of the Mechanics’ Bank in
sive fire which took place in New-York on
New-York, altered from $120 to $10,000-was
nW^eavenly precepts taught in the holy Bible, Thursday morning last
Dr.
Reifel Vegetable Specific,
sold to a broker in Boston and sent to NewtolVXdiiHa'ndthM
day ’s^ast approaching when we
In Front-street, the valuable new fire proof York as a remittance. The alteration was
....
ÀNb
acted. 'Vtre!ishall take for our motto Peace on earth and 4 story stores, Nos. 161 and 163, occupied bv immediately discovered at the Bank, and
love and good will to all mankind, and prac- Jackson & M’Junsey, and Smith and Mills, the police being informed of the circum
with most of the large stocks of merchan stance. two persons, named'Sennet and Jack
'1 hese two preparations combined, consti
accordingly.
dise they contained destroyed ; No. 165, oc Reed were apprehended. Reed was taken
tute an efficacious remedy for the Dysfiehsid,
Da^lynassed^ * We assure Our readers that it is painful to cupied by Rogers 3s Jones, interior burnt,
even after it has acquired the most obstinate
by Jacob Hays, after some resistance. It is
character, and resisted every effort of pro
-e was received f»JS tO toucMn religious subjects» We are, as and part of the goods burnt and damaged ; said that he was an accomplice in the late
and
the
small
wooden
buiiding^No.
159
and
DIED
—
In
this
town,
or
Monday
morning
fessional
skill.—When bòth medicines are
utting the RepoitJve have ofoen observed, willing that every
forgeries of checks in that city, and that he
1591 destroyed.
last, Mary Olivia, infant child of Capt administered iti ¿fonflexion according tofilain
had a large sum of money with him.
one of the Ageut$d?ne should think and act for themselves—We
James Frazier.
In South-street—The rear of S. B. Whit
and fiarticufaf Directions accompanying the
is—read and irfttiivish not to dictate to any one the course he lock, ship chandlery store, (corner of Fletch
In Biddeford, 17th ult. Mr. Jeremiah Cole, Vegetable Sfieeific, they thoroughly. cleatîàe
Mr.
Jefferson
was
elected
president
by
the alimentary canal of that viScicì mucus
»hall pursue as it respects doctrinal points.— er-street,) and some of the goods injured. congress as well as Mr. Adams. Messrs. aged 57 years.
In York, 16th ult. Moses Andrew S. which is the proximate cause of the disorder,
But when attacked by men who wish to pre No. 80, occupied by Henry & Beers, and Madison and Gallatin were members of
Isaac Arnold, rear and interior destroyed.
Lyman, aged 9 years, only child of the late and as a tonic and stimulent, tbéy restore the
tend the gaolnStr^>e tO US creeds fallacious and unfounded, No.
81, occupied by Whitlock St Bonnett, chat congress. They both voted for Jeffer Col. Moses Lyman.
hea’thy action and energy of the stomach,
nties to the exteiWnd 10 d^cfate
us what, we shall »print and grocers, do. do. No. 82, occupied bv pe For-1 son—the one he appointed secretary of state,
In Hallowell, 22d ult. suddenly, Mr. Eze and Strengthen the debilitated system. The
the
other
secretary
of
the
treasury.
—
Was
kiel
Goodale,
aged
47
years.
est
3c
Son,
destroyed,
with
a
large
amount
of
proprietor can also .confidently reidnmend
passed its last tvhat we shall not print, our feelings are
there any corruption in that ?
In Thomaston, lith . ult, Mr. Joseph the Vegetable.. Sfiecijic as one of the best rèm
Senate. 1 he billtecoused to assert the right which is guaranteed property. No. S3, occupied by Hussey &
Did Jefferson, Madison, and Gallatin make Pilsbury, aged 75 years. He emigrated to oli es known for the Sick Head Ach'-.
Mackay,
roof
injured,
&c.
oi e ^as retaii& us by our constitution of thinking and actthat town about 44 years ago, from that part
The buildings destroyed in Fletcher-street a corrupt bargain for their own elevation ?
ltZ”Price 50 cènts each box.—For sale at
Lancaster Republican.
ng for ourselves, and we cannot refrain from and Maiden-lane, were all of wood; and of
of Kittery now called Eliot—his companion retail, by
also from Kittery died about 8 years ago.
LEGISLATTOellingsueh men as are either so ignorant as but little value ; they were occupied a-s gro
JOHN u
ï Kehnebunk,
In Seabrook, 19th ult. of consumption, Mrs.
Cheap Living.-—Xx\ Cincinnati, Ohio, Tur
day last, messageswiot to know that we possess such rights, or cery stores, <313)60161'8, blockmakers, coop
and wholesale by the sole proprietor, T.
ers, blacksmiths shops, &c. and by several kic« sell for 37 cents ; Chickens 6 cents ; Nancy, wife of Dr. R. Forsaith, aged 39.
e government
S° wicked as t0 wish to wt'est them from families as dwellings.
In Sandwich, N. H. 15th ult. Mrs. Lyd KIDDER, immediate successor to the late
Ducks 18 cents the pair ; Eggs 6 cents doz
Legislature adjouns’ that we are not undertheir government - The loss of property is estimated at 150, en ; Butter 12 cents per pound. But turn ia £ogi>well, aged 67, relict of the late Col. Dr. W. T, Conway, and prepared from hrs
Cogswell
of Dover.
Recipe, M$.—Counting Room over No. 70,
i session, although «nd that our belief in one God, cannot by any 000^ to $200,000; the principal part is said to the tables and calculate now few cents a
In Portsmouth, N. H. Mrs. Mary Brewster, corner of Court arid Hanover-stfeets, Bòston.
as been one of buirguments thev have yet made use of be ex- be insured. A firemannamed John M’Gow farmer’s whole, stock would bring at this
%*None genuine unless signed T. KID
an, fell from the third loft of one of the rate, and you may know the worth of money aged 88. At the age of 40, her sight became
ty-six a«y» ««landedto three,
poor, and she was compelled to wear glasses DER, on the outside printed wrapper,
stores in South-street, and it was reported in Cincinnati, Ohio.
been passed one W .
„
March 1.
tor 30 years—at 70, her sight became good,
. of a general or si® As
w- appears in great trouble least that he had died of his wounds.
has ever since been enabled to read fine
One hundred and fifteen thousand dollars ' Aletterfrom Washington, Feb. 20, says and
sty-four resolves, In© sale of the primer should be extensive__
print without, them.
local businesshasfee will inform him that in the course of the were insured on the buildings and other “ It is rumoured, to-day, that Mr. Webster
property at the several offices in Nelv-York. is nominated Minister to England, and J
hre soid an edition °f
Subscribers having been appointed
As late as Thursday afternoon several en think the report not unfounded.”
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of
political characterh10usaTld three hundred—that we have re- gines were at work, throwing water on the
JV*'. K Courier.
the Probate, of Wills, Sec. for the County of
acrimonious feeli^ently published a second edition and since burning ruins»
Yorki Commissioners to receive and èxamembersof (he saw Is famous publication in the Mirror, have
FIRES. '
ine the Claims of the several creditors to the
,eSsTX«Sad ord7.8 [r >>«»«»/•»>>•
f'™ hundred
A CURIOUS MOUSE-TRAP.
The extensive Soap and Candle Manufac
estate
of
A gentleman in Portsmouth having pur tory of Messrs. Bainton» and Dancsofo of SUIS»
k_2<BWS
ADSEDIT MA YALE,
lated to elicit thosellore’ which we should not have sold had it chased some oysters in the shell on Wednes Wilmington, Del. we’re destroyed the 18th
late of Berwick, in the county, of York, Man
>een so disposedofsPt been for the notice G. W. gave of the day evening, deposited them in the pantry ult. Loss $3000—$2000 insured.
ufacturer, deceased—hereby give.notice that
nd great unanimity, improvements made in the Primer—so much until the next day, when as the servant was
they will attend to that duty at the store of
taking them out to be-ojxened, one of them
Wr liberal principles.
A wolf, which had killed and wounded a
KENNEBUNK,
MARCH
1.
Moses Hubbard, in Berwick, on the last Sat
exhibited the novel spectacle of two mice
T ' . For further information relative to the suspended from its mouth, having their number of sheep in Waltham, Vermont, and
urday
of this, and the first Saturdays, of the
its
vicinity,
was
hunted
by
the
New-Haven
ssed the pre°sL<imer andtheoriSin of the famous WestARRIVED.
five following months, from two to' five o’clock
■ heads fast gripped within the shell! It would and Middlebury wolf-club, surrounded and
in tbte afternoon.
Feb. 22—sch.Lewis, Webber, Boston.
Practice ofPhysMdnster Catechism we refer “ G. W.” to an, seem that the oyster being somewhat dis finally shot by a dozen rifles, The Middle
MOSES HUBBARD 7 Commistressed
by
the
warmth
of
the
weather,
had
bury
Standard
calls
this
a
great
triumph
of
memoranda
.
iduced by Dr.Swticle under the head of Communications,
HIRAM NEAL.
J signers.
opened his jaws to inhale a little fresh air, the wool-growers.
Saco, Feb. 25.—Sailed, sch. Caspian, Sto
nent provisions oftti
.
Berwick, February 6, 1828.
when the witless mice, tempted by the allu
rer, New-York ; sip. Charles, Benson, Bos
ay one from thereffi
ring bait within the testaceous portal, thrust
The steam-boats have commenced running ton ; sch. America, Benson, do» ; sch. Oldbts for his services, i
B UJLbfOS A YR ES. .
in their heads and were caught fast by the between New-York and Providence for the South, White, New Castle.
«UfoAmT^^ii'SAdviGesfrom ®uenos Ayres to 22d Decem- sudden collapsing of the shells,—thus sub
season. The North river is open to the Hud
Cid. at New-York, 19th ult. barque Philehave been received at this port by way jecting the intrusive vermin to a new sort of
Morrill, of Saco, for Antwerp. [Sailed
"'rYrZ; Havana. Capt: Austin of Sch. Joseph Ostracism. Our northern friends who are son, and the boats are ready to commence tus,
A CERTAIN tract of LAN Dj
21st.]
L
their trips between Albany and New-York.
. the oi . s|teads ..arrived at Havana from Buenos always bragging of their mammoth vegeta
Kennebunk, on th e
Ar. at New-York, 25th ult. ship Saraht it was an abn *
writes thus
Bost()n Pat.
main road lead’n£
Kennebles and other curiosities, are challenged to
A new line of packets, to convey steerage Thornton, of Saco, from Mobile.
inconsistent withtr.
’
Jjjag&Bsfe bunk-port to Wells, containing
shew any thing equal to the exploit of this passengers only, has becn established to run
Ar. at Wilmington, previous to the 13th about
. How that can bets
Havana, feb. 10.
three acres, with the buildings thereon.
heroic oyster of the true Virginiaffireed.
between New-York and Liverpool—to leave ult. brig Ospray, Perkins, of this port, from
it of personal rigl)h«M I beg leave to enclose, for the inforrnaBENJAMIN SMITH.
The oyster, with the two mice appended
calculated to preseion of the public, two Buenos Ayrean ilews- to it, just as they were caught, is left at this the latter port on the 5th and 20th of each Ponce—Cid. brig Gov. Parris, Chisholm, of
Kennebunk,
Feb. 14, 1828.
Saco,
for
Hayti.
month.
The
packets
are
owned
by
New>f the dearest intertfipers, and to inform you that I left that Office for the inspection of the curious.
York merchants.
Cid. at New Orleans, 1st ult. brig Mexico,
’ health and liferwe?ace on the 22d Dec. and run the gauntlett
JVarfolk- Herald.
Patterson, of this port, for Providence ; ship
True it is an abri^t of the I>a Plata the same night, the sch.
few individuals(«fomer, Smith, in co. The blockading squadThe last words of eminent characters, are New Orleans, Cole.
WOULD inform my customers that I
Little Falls, N. Y. Feb 7.
Adv. Jan. 31 st, sch. Packet, Jefferds, of this
for science andwlin, ten in number, were at anchor four
usually impressive. In a letter from Gov
have taken JOSEPH GILPATRICK,
RARE
SPECULATION.
port,
for
Charleston
;
brig
Volant,
Fairfield,
egree an enlargfiifegues below Buenos Ayres. We passed in
in copartnership with me in the Blacksmith
On the 29th ult. a man of this town, hav ernor Clinton to an intithate friend, of the
t-Q of ever-v other feht of the Commodore’s light ¿it midnight, ing had a Rib about two years, which did 9th ult. among other topics he remarked ; of do. for St. Barts, and St. Thomas. No business, and We shall carry it on in its va
imolested. The ship Columbia, of Phila- not precisely accord with his wishes, resol “I do not know that I feel a disposition to date, brig Union, for New York, 50 bales rious branches at my old stand under the
wanted—Arrived at the Turn, Feb. 1st, brig firm of
Iphia, attempted to sail at the same time. ved to take advantage of some lex mmscrifita hurt a human being”
Leonidas, Ward, of this port.
The brigs Arethusa, Ruth, and Fidelity, and rid himself of what he deemed an incum
The U. S. ship Delaware, 74, Capt.
ouse of Represeartd Schooner Sailor’s Return, were the only brance. By the bye, the fair frail one had
By information received af New-York
nassed the folio«!,tssels left at Buenos Ayres. The Buenos given too convincing proof of a predilection from Rio Janeiro, it appears that on the 21st Downes, sailed from Hampton Roads, Feb. Edge tools of all kinds can be had at whole
tiom
^fyrean squadron of ten light vessels, under for another, to the nb'small grief of her lov Dec. it was announced by an official bulletin, 19, for the Mediterranean.
sale or retail, for cash, barter or approved
U. S:sch. Shark, Capt. M’Keever, sailed
•the rice of
>nt»ep>d B»™™, were lying in the Posus,
JOHN EMERY,
>tneviccw
,antJ atjQnot some gomh vessels which ing spouse. All things considered, it was that the Queen of Portugal was violently from New-York on Friday last, for Norfolk, credit.
JOSEPH GILPATRICK.
attacked by bilious fever, and was not ex Pensacola and Havana.
s consequent ;> £re eXpected at Rio, and to counteract their concluded to make a full, absolute transfer pected
to live through the night.
of the property in question» ; and “ on the
destroying, p, derations.
At Ponce, Jan. 29, brig York, Lord, far
LL persons having unsettled accouhts
day and at the place aforesaid,” to wit, at
Charleston, 8.
i ot its vic ’ ,The contingents of arms, men, money, and the village of Little Falls, in the county of
with the subscriber, are requested to
A letter from Rio Janeiro, dated the 22d of
At Port au Platt, 9th ult. sch-. Norway,
rnding to *nc^ ,j,rioUs munitions of war, weit daily arriving Herkimer, our neighbor did actually bargain,
call and settle the same ; as payments wilT
hould meet ™ 9 m the internal provinces. The Army in the sell and deliver, his beloved wife, she, dear Dec. says, “ the Maria Isabel (formerly the Emmons, of Saco, for St. Thomas, unc.
be made easy no excuse for neglect will be
The brig Cadmus, of Kennebunk, was
very good citize Uinda Oriental was known to be placed on soul, being “ nothing loth,” to a favored son Robert Fulton,) returned from a cruise a few
JOHN EMERY.
days since, bringing in a small privateer loading at Ponce, P. R. 1st ult. for N. York taken.
I, as the sense ^,(fe most respectable footing. The ConvenKennebunk, Feb. 20th, 1828.
e oftr^tingonp o ‘ were on the eve of commencing their of Vulcan, for and in consideratii^n of the which she had captured.”*—The report in 10 days.
sum of/foe? dollars in cash, and two dollars in brought by the ship Brilliant, that she had
ig to encourage i» ss|on at Santa Fe, to deliberate and adopt, store
pay.
A letter from Capt. Webb, of the Walt B" ETTERS of an English Traveller to
fallen into the hands of a Buenos Ayrean
highly .4an?eIfl'L’ recommend, the best measures for the righam, dated in the Mississippi, 2d ult. (tow JLj his Friend in England, on the
Revi
privateer is consequently untrue.
and political tree“ ’ous prosecution of the war, and to advance
ing
down) states, that he had that moment vals of Religion” in America—price 37| cts.
PORTSMOUTH, (OHIO.) OCT. 11.
and religiousp£<r'e important work of a Fedefol Constitution
passed
the
brig
Ivory
Lord,
for
Havre,
aA Second edition of the Pamphlet relatiag
ANECDOTE.
ost pointed WV the country. An expedition would soon
A Grey Eagle, whose wings spread 7 feet ground in 11^ feet water, she drawing 13|,
An individual resides in this county, who 9 inches, was killed in Danvers, Mass, last and disg. her cargo. [It is erroneously stat to the Trust Conveyance of Hanover-street
o use their infiue^ade the Brazilian Missiones from the
Church.
Price 4 cents.
slice, deserve w"ovjnces of Entre Rois and Correntes, to when at home, is a sober, honest, industrious week.
ed, in the N. Orl. papers, that she went to
Reply and Review of a Letter from a Gen
eate a diversion in favor of the army under man, and possesses considerable intelligence ;
sea Jan. 27.]
Pal. of Tuesday.
tleman in Boston to a Unitarian Clergyman
^^^S^A’aleja ;—the public voice was emphatic- but when abroad, he is sometimes intoxica
of that city.
A quarry of oil stones has been discovered
ted, boisterous, and laughably eccentric.
—------ f°r war»” and the present goverJust received and for sale by
Buren isnoni^^ ^)orep, js thought to possess the talents This individual on a late visit to our town, in Perry County, Ohio, which are said to foe
became half seas over, and commenced huz superior to the far-famed Turkey oil stones,
fork papers, ^jst adapted for directing its energies.”
zaing for General Jackson, at a dreadful rate. for sharpening razors, 3tc.
ernor, is said to^The newspapers referred to above, furnish At every corner he passed, and at every
An apparently inexhaustible spring of
riou/indisposib011,' t little intelligence. They contain an ac- group he met with his exclamations was,
> Executive Gove>unt of the loss of the B. A. brig of war Con- “ Huzza for old Hickory !—Huzza for Gener pure water has been obtained afc Mobile, by
WXXAXAM GOOCH.
Ir Livingsto^P^foss, together with a brig her prize on the al Jackson .'—Huzza for the Hero of New- boring to the depth of sixty-four feet. The
te’till the new eWJi December, having got on shore near En- Orleans“ But,” said he, taking hold of an water rises within eleven feet of the surface
IVells,
Mar-ch 1, 1828.
BflSS GRAlffT’S SCHOOL will comjelieve does not ^eda, where they were attacked and burnt |j acquaintance with a death-like grasp, “ when of the ground.
ItJS. menee the first of May. For the in
—-Centinel.
the Brazilian vessels. The prize was I am at home, and sober and have my senses
Shocking.—Wm. Cline was recently com
struction of young Misses in Plain Sewing
___ —- und to Montevideo with a valuable cargo about me, I am for the administration.
mitted to jail in Lincolnton, N» C. on a charge
and Marking, Reading, Writing, English
f De WittCWfoth $100,000. The Congress captured 53
of murdering his own child. A coroner’s ju JUVENILE PUBLICATIONS. Grammar, History, Geography and Astron
°Wthe deep berea^ssels during her last cruise. •
ry returned a verdict of wilful murder, on
DISTRESSING.
VE-NINGS in Boston ; Early Days; The omy, $1 50 a quarter.
S «
haS
—--------- ---Prize ; Always Happy ; Temptation,
The wife and five children of Mr. Couture, examination of the child’s body»
Embroidery, Print, Lace and Bead Work,
er affliction,
J,
bound very neatly—Rising Sun ; Christmas
Painting oh Velvet, with various other kinds
who resided on the shore of Lake Erie at the
New
potatoes
were
in
Charleston
Market
total mental WgA Naval Action took place between a mouth of Otter Creek, were lost on the even
Gift,
and
a
large
assortment
of
Children
’
s
of
Paintings and Ornamental Work, $3 00 a
» ¿ead but only 'anish ship and a Mexican brig of war, on ing of the 27th ult. in consequence of a freshet.. early in February—Planted, in November,
Books, recently published.
Quarter.
hose around her to A nth of Feb. at daylight, which lasted Mr. C. was absent—his wife and two children
For sale by
A few misses can be accommodated with
Adeline Joy, a girl about 14, that lived in
~ out an hour and a half. Tim firing then were drowned in the house, and three of the
board.
JAMES K. KEMiCH.
. r theBraised, the Mexican having surrendered in a. children froze to death after leaving it. The the family of Mr. Andrew Lovell, in Starks,
Feb. 16.
3w—3pMl.
Kennebunk, March 1,1828.
sil Ha l,
fjpiiti^ttered state. The Spanish force was only person who escaped was a young wo Maine, has recently been committed to
prison, (for trial in June next,) charged, on
he tour of the|J[|ilch the heaviest,
man. The mother, after leaving the house,
A good assortment of Justice
HE Am. Bap. Magazine, for Feb. is
ille, N.V.
» The Mexican brig of ivar Hermon, was returned to save the two children left behind her own confession, with murdering, in July
last, with an axe, a child 3 years of age, ot
ready for subscribers at
— U Jiizing off Havana on the 3d Feb»
Blanks
for
sale
at
this
Office.
and
perished
with
them.
which
she
had
the
care.
o river on the W
J. K. RKMICH’S Bookstore,
St bank iuri
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DOVER HOTEL

At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk^
within and for the County of York, on the
first Tuesday of February, in the year of
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk.
our ^brd eighteen hundred aud twenty within and for the County of York, on the f eight,
first Tuesday of February, in the year of M^N the petition of ABIGAIL BACHELESPECTFULLY informs his friend«
JOL and the public that he is still the kttu
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty WJF DER, administratrix of the estate of
er of the Public House in Dover, v;.
eight.
Joshua Bachelder, late of Sanford, in said
HE Subscriber offers for sale a genera1 known by the name of the DOVER
<~&kN the petition of SILAS MOODY, ad- county, deceased, representing that the per
I
assortment of HATS, viz :
ministrator of the estate of Jonathan sonal estate of said deceased is not sufficient
TEL, where no exertions will be sparedtò
1 Case Superfine ; & do. fine ;
Ferrin, late of Kennebunk-port, in said coun to pay the just debts which he owed at the
merit a continuance of the public patron«J
do. Imitation Beavers.
ty, deceased, representing that the personal time of his death by the sum of thirty-five
The following Stages arrive at, and dew
estate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay dollars and seventy cents, and praying that
from his house: —
—ALSO—
the just debts which he owed at the time of further license to sell and convey so much K lapge lot of low priced Napt and Felt
The Accommodation Stage
his death by the sum of one hundred and mere of the real estate of said deceased as
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
To Boston and Lo Well, by wav of Newr
twenty-nine dollars and twenty two cents, may be necessary for the payment of said
ryport, leaves the Doverciotel'on Monk
and praying for a license to sell and convey debts and incidental charges :
ON,HEARING THE CHURCH ORGAN.
which will be sold as low as can be bought in Wednesday and Friday, at 7A.M 3
so much of the real estate of said deceased as
ORDERED—That the petitioner give Boston, or elsewhere, for Cash, Country Pro
rives in Lowell at 5 P. M. and at Boston Ì
mav be necessary for the payment of said notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased
WHEN do all my powers unite
duce or approved credit, by
P. M. Returning, leaves Boston and LoÌ
To love and praise the Lord ;
debts and incidental charges :
and all persons interested, in said estate by
E.
GOULD.
on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at^i
When does the heart the tongue invite
ORDERED That the petitioner give causing a copy of this order to be published
M. and arrives at Dover at7 P. M. ; L f
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
Its feeble aid to afford ;
„„ALSO,..,
thro’Durham, Newmarket, Exeter
and to all persons interested in said estate, nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes
JUST
RECEIVED
In praising him who made the world,
bury, Newburyport, Ipswich ^nd Salem.
by causing a copy of this order to be publish sively, that they may appear at a Probate
A good assortment of
The water and the land ;
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette printed in Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in said
The Mail Stage
Who gave the earth a motion, hurl’d
Kennebunk, in said ©ounty, three weeks suc County, on the first Tuesday in March next,
To Boston, by way of Newburyport leavPi
From his Almighty hand,
cessively, that they may appear at a Probate at.ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
, the Dover Hotel, Monday, Wednesday 2
Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in said c/nse, if any they have, why the prayer of
Friday at 9 A. M. and intersects the Gm
Around the bright and centre Sun,
county, on the first Tuesday in March next, said petition should not be granted.
Mail Stage from Portland to Boston. Returr
Whose drawing force and cheeringrays, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
ing, leaves Newburyport Tuesday, Thu«
While orbs do shine and planets run
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
A true Gofiy—Attest,
WAITED, 500 Fox-Skins, day and Saturday after the arrival of»
Proclaim his skillful works and ways ?
said petition should not be granted.
WM. CU TTER ALLEN, Reg'r.
for which Cash will be paid. He also pays Mail Stage from Bòston, and arrives a* Dover
JONAS
CLARK,
Judge
of
said
Court.
’Tis when I hear the Organ’s sound
Feb. 9.
at 12 o’clock noon ; passes through l)urU
cAsh for all kind of Furs.
A true Copy—Attest,
In sweet and solemn strains ;
Newmarket, Exeter, Amesbury. No whim'
Kennebunk, Dec 7, 1827.
At a Court uf Probate holden af Ltniieuunk,
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg'r.
port,
Ipswich and Salem.
'
U'!
In the church, on holy ground,
withip and for the County of York, on the
February 16.
Where our God his praise ordains.
first Tuesday of February, in the year of
The Accommodation Stase
At a Court of Probate holder, at Kennebunk,
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty
To Boston and Lowell, by way ofHam
When does my heart in silence burn
within
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
eight,
hill, leaves the Dover Hotel on Tuesd '
With love and rapure all divine,
first Tuesday of February, in the year of
'¿N the petition of CHARLES BRADTo him that bade the earth to turn,
HE'Subscriber offers for sale the beau Thursday and Saturday at 7 A. M ’anda '
our
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
tuventyBURY
administrator
of
the
estate
of
Whose presence fills its every clime ;
tiful farm on which he now lives, situ rives at Lnwel! at aP.M. and at ^temati
eight.
Stephen Towne, late of Kennebunk-port, in
F;
Setur7nS’ !eaves Boston and Lowdl
ated
ov the west side of Shaker pond, in Al
<TkNthe
petition
of
JOHN
MILLER,
Jr.
said county, deceased, representing that the :
Whose wisdom, goodness are display’d
at 8 A. M. and arrives at Dover at 7 p M.
WJ
p
and
Lynthia
M.
Gould,
administrators
fred,
and
formerly
the
residence
of
the
late
personal estate of said deceased is not suffi
In every plant and flower.
of the estate of Thomas F. Gould, late of cient to pay the just debts which he owed at Tobias Lord, containing ov er a hundred acres passes through Durham, Newmaiketp»
In field and dale, with these array’d,
j ter, Kingston, Haverhill, Andover and
Kennebunk-port,
in
said
County,
deceased,
the time of his death by the sum of two thou of interval, highland, woodland and tillage,
And in the gentle shower ;
representing that the personal estate of said sand, three hundred and forty four .dollars with an elegant dwelling house, a handsome i
The Accommodation Stage
Whose mighty power and matchless skill deceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts and seventy-seven cents and praying for a store and other buildings on the same. The
To Portland, by way of Kennebunk, lw
which he owed at the thrfe
his death by, license to sell and convey so much of the place would be a delightful residence for a
The fixed stars do all proclaim,
Vi0VM H«tel^very day (except Sunday
the sum of ten hundred and
— real estate of said deceased as may be neces gentleman of leisure or a man of business, the
As the vaulted sky they fill
and sixty-two cents, and praying for a license sary for the payment of said debts and ipci- store being well situated for trade. Also, a at 8 A. M. and arrives at Portland at 5 P M '
With the praises of his name ?
leaves
Portland every day (except Sundav'i
store at Alfr^l corner, being one of the best
to sell and convey so much of the real estate dental charges.
’Tis when 1 hear the Organ’s air
of said deceased as may be necessary for the
ORDERED, That-the petitioner give no stands in the town for business.'. Th’e whp'ie and arrives at Dover at 5 P.M • uaJ
Repeat the words the preacher’s read ; payment of said debts and incidental charges. tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and or any part will be sold x>?n/ low, if applica through S. Berwick, Berwick, Wells KennÌ
bunk and Saco.
And in vibrations strong and clear
ORDERED—'That the petitioners give i * - to all persons interested, in said estate, by tion be made soon.
To all around the sound is spread.
JOSEPH SAYWARD.
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and causing a copy of this order to be published
The Accommodation Stage
to all persons interested in said estate, by in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
Alfred, Jan. 1, 1828,
To Portland, by way of Alfred, leaves th
When is the mind so much engag’d
causing a copy of this order to be published in bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
Dover Hotel on Tuesday, Thursday and Sa',
Or the soul more sweetly lost.
the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne ly, that they may appear at a.Probate Court
urday at 8 A. M. and arrives at Portlandati
In the truth of sacred page,
bunk, In said county, three weeks successive to be holden at Kennebunk, in said county, on
P. M. Returning, leaves Portland at 8 4 N
The love, display’d upon the cross ;
ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court the first Tuesday in March next, at ten of
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and’ap
to
be
holden
at
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,
on
the
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
That mov’d the Father down to send
HE subscriber having contracted with rives at Dover at b P. M. ; passes through$,
the first Tuesday in March next, at ten of the any they have, why the prayer of said peti
the Overseers of the Poor for the town Berwick, Berwick, Alfred, Buxton and Got.
His dear and only Son ;
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
tion
should
not
be
grantedham.
of Wells, for the support of all the Paupers
Obedient he, his time did spend,
they have, why the prayer of »aid petition
JONAS CLARK, Judge ofsaid Court.
belonging to said town for the current year ;
And said, “ thy will be dole
should not be granted.
.A true co/zy—Attest,
h<S therefore hereby forbids all persons har The DoverSandwich^ and Plymouth^
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
WM. CUTTER ALJxEN, Reg>.
When does the heart so deeply move,
H. Stage
boring or trusting any of said Paupers on his
A true Cofiy—Attest,'
Feb. 9.
And when so humble in the dust,
Leaves the Dover Hotel on Wednesdayat
account, (excepting those persons with whom
WM.
CUTTER
ALLEN,
Reg'r.
Towards the Saviour and his love,
Ata Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk, he has made special agreements to support 7 A. M. and arrives at Sandwich at 7 P M •
Feb. 9.
k Before him, that sought us first;
within and for the County of York, on the any of said Paupers) as I shall pay no bills oft leaves Sandwich on Thursday at 5 A. M and
this date.
arrives at Dover at 6 P. M. ; leaves Dovet
Ata Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
first Tuesday of February, in the year of\ the like kind after
Asin the church on Sabbath day,
JOSIAS LlTTLEFIELt).
on Friday at 7 A. M. and arrives at Sandwich
within and for the County of York, on the
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty
twentyWhen all around is peaceful, still,
, at 7 P. M. ; leaves Sandwich on Saturday
first Tuesday of February, in the year of
The tuneful organ’s notes do play, *
eight.
S.
All
persons
are
forbid
L morning at 5 A. M. and arrives at Ply month
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty
N the petition of John Hall, 2d, and
And every breast with transport fill ?
eight.^
Samuel Han scum, Jr. guardians to harboring or trusting Martha Buzzell, wife: at 12 noon, and arrives at Sandwich at6P.
N the petition ofDxAVID BOYD, ad
the minor children of Peter Stillings, lateof
of'Theodore Buzzell, on account of the abovei M. ; leaves Sandwich on Monday at 6 A. H
ministrator of the es’tate of Samuel Berwick, deceased, and Joseph Heard, 2d, subscriber, as no expenses or bill of her con• and arrives at Dover at 6 P. M'.—Passes h
Great Falls Factory,' through Rochester,
Maxwell late of Wells, in said county, de
 Agnes Stillings, heirs of said Peter, tracting will be pahl.
and
E the Subscribers having been ap ceased,
Wells, Noy. 24, 1827.
ly.
Farmington Dock, Cliesnut Hills, Middlct«
representing that .the personal estate praying for a division of the real estate of
pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark, ot said deceased
Corner. New Durham, Alton, Wolfborou?||
is not sufficient to pay the said Peter among his heirs.
Judge of Probate, for the County of York.
Tuftonborough,
Moultonborough, Sandwich,
debts which he owed at the time of his
ORDERED—That the petitionei-s give,
Commissioners to receive and examine the just
&c. to Plymouth.
death by the sum of two hundred and fitty- notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
claims of creditors to the estate of
three dollars and eighty three cents, anti and. to all persons interesled in said estate, by
The Dover and Portsmouth Accommb
praying for a license to sell and convey so causing a copy of this order to be published’
EBENLZER JONES,
HE undersigned would make known to
tion Stage
, inixc.li of ttvo real estate e£ e.ixid Hec-eased as in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
late of WelTs. in Said Comity, deceased, rep
the public, that, they have formed a
Leaves the Dover Hotel every tnornint
resented insolvent, Mariner, hereby give no may be necessary for the payment of said nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes;
connection
in
business,
under
the
firm
of,
(except Sunday) at half past 7, and arrives
; sively, that they may appear at a Probate
tice, that six months, from the fifth day of debts and incidental charges.
Portsmouth at half past 9. Return»
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no ; Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in said
Daniel W, Lord and Brother. at
February inst. is allowed said creditors to
leaves Portsmouth every afternoon (excey
present and prove their claims, and that we tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, county, on the first Tuesday in March next,
And
that,
they
have
for
sale
at
their
Store,
Sunday)
at 5 and arrives at Dover at 7.
shall attend that service at the store of Will and to all persons interested, in said estate, by at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew (near the Toll Bridge,) Corn, Flour, Salt,
iam Gooch, in said Wells, on the last Mon causing a copy of this order to be published cause, if any they have, why the prayer of Mackerel and Lime, with a few other arti The S. Berwick^ Dover and Portsmé
day of this and the five following months, in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne said petition should not be granted.
cles, at wholesale or retail.
Mail Stage
JONAS CL ARK, Judge of said Court.
from two to four o’clock P. M. of each of said bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
DANIEL W. LORD
Leaves S. Berwick every morning st 6c'
days.
WILLIAM GOOCH? Commis- ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court A trye Cofiy—Attest.
CHARLES
A.
LORD.
clock and arrives at Dover at 7 ; leaves!)»
WM. CUTUER ALLEN, Reg'r.
SETH HATCH.
5 sioners. to be holden at Kennebunk, in said county, on
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 1827.________
ver_at Half past 9 and arrives at Portsmouft
the first Tuesday in March next, at' ten
Feb. 9.
Wells, February 5,1828.
at 11 ; leaves Portsmouth after the arrivalo:
of the clock in the forenoon and shew cause,
the Great Mail from Boston and arrives ai
if any they have, why the prayer of said pe At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
Dover at 1 P. M. and at S. Berwick at 2.
tition should not be granted.
HHDS. MOLASSES,
within andfor the County of York, on the
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
The Dover and Great Falls AccommA
8 Chests Souchong TEA.
first
Tuesday
m
February, in the year of
& Kegs TOBACCO,
LL persons indebted to the subscriber. A true Cofiy—Attest.
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty
tion Stage
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg'r.
1 Hhd. W. I. RUM,
either by note or account, are request.
eight.
Leaves the Dover Hotel every evening!»
Fetr. 9.
’
5
SO
Barrels
No.
1
2
MACKEREL,
ed to call and settle the same, previous to the
cept Sunday) after the arrival of the Porti
ARY HUFF, widow of Robert Huff,
first day of April next, and save themselves At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
FOR SALE BY
late of Kennebunk-port, in said coun
mouth and Boston Stages, and arrives it
WILLIAM
GOOCH.
the trouble and expense .of having their ac
within and for the County of York, on the
ty, deceased, having presented her petition
Great Falls at 8P,. M. ; leaves Great Fa!'i
Wells, Jan. 15.
counts adjusted bv an Attorney.
first Tuesday of Februaiy, in the year of for an allowance out of the personal estate of
every morning (except Sunday) at 6 A. M
BENJAMIN BOURNE.
otir Lord eighteen hundred and twenty said deceased :
and arrives at Dover at 7. A Coach leaves
eight.
>
the Dover Hotel on Sundays for Great Fail
ORDERED—That the said petitioner
H« Wood and Produce
N the petition of ANNE GOODWIN, give notice to all persons interested, by caus
at 9,1 and 4 o’clock.
at Cash price will be received for payment
administratrix of the estate of Silas ing a copy of this order to be published three
until that time.
Feb. 2.
Goodwin, late of South-Berwick, in said coun

weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
H ESubscriber requests all persons that The Doverand Concord Accommodate
ty, deceased, representing that the personal zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
Stage
have engaged him wood, to Haul it with
estate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
out delay, and all persons who are indebtLeaves the Dover Hotel on Mofiday.Weijust debts which he owed at the time of to be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on ed to call Settle and Pay according, to previ nesday and Friday at 9 o’clock and arrivesil
W
BALES, this day received and for the
his death by the sum of eleven hundred dol the first 'Tuesday in March next, at ten of ous agreement if they wish to save expense, Concord at 5 P. M. Returning, leaves Co»
< O bale at Boston prices, 20 to 50 ce nt lars
and ninety three cents, and praying for a the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if aud all persons who have demands against cord on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturdays!
per lb. vb
license to sell and convey so much of the real any they have, why the same should not be the Subscriber will oblige him by presenting 7 A. M.and arrives at Dover at 2 P.M.GREENOUGH, BODWELL & Co.
estate of said deceased as may be necessary granted.
Passes through Durham, Northwood,Èp®
them for payment.
February 1, 1828.
for the pay ment of said debts and incidental
and Chichester.
RALPH CURTIS.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
charges.
.1 his Line connects at Northwood with
A true Cofiy—Attest,
Jan. 26.
__
■
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give
Line from that place to Gilmanton and Mee
WM. CUTTER ALKEN, Reg'r.
notice theieof to the heirs of said deceased,
edith at Dover with the Line to Portland.
Feb. 9.
FURTHER time of four weeks from and to all persons interested in said estate,
J. 0. 1®. would observe^ that nd >1
the first day of February instant—will by causing a copy of this order to be publish
&
LL persons indebted to the Subscribers arrangement
has taken place in the time ®
be allowed to those indebted to the Subscri
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in WrOTICE is hereby given to the heirs of JjL by Note or Account of more than six the arrival and departure of any of the Bo®
the estate of Matthew Ham, late of
ber of more than three months standing to set Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
months
standing
are
reminded,
that
unless
or Dover Stages.
tle and pay the same.—It is believed that those cessively, that they may appear at a Probate Shapleigh, in the County of York, deceased, they are cancelled by the first of March
Books for all the Stages which leave Dow
who are not totally defiraved will not neglect Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in said and all others concerned-r-That Matthew next, they will be left with an Attorney for
in any direction are kept at the Dover Hotel
this notice—those who do, may be assured county, on the first Tuesday in March next, Ham, Jr. has presented to me the subscri collection without further notice.
where any information respecting^Stagcsa®!
that there is no mystery about" it, as the next at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and she w ber,. Jud£e of the Court of Probate, within
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
Stage routs will be freely given.
must be in plaiu language—Greeting.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of and for said county, an instrument, pur
Jan.
11,1828.
7wis.
January 1828.
if.
porting to bethedast'will and testament of the
B. PALMER
said petition should not be granted.
said Matthew, and that the first Tuesday in
February 2, 1828.
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
March is assigned to take the Probate there
A true Cofiy—Attest,
Dissolution of Copartnership
of, at a Probate Court then to be held at Ken
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.
nebunk,
in
said
County,
at
ten
of
the
clock
in
Feb. 9.
FIRST rate COOKING STOVE, of, THE Copartnership heretofore exist»!
the forenoon,- when and where they may be
small size—Wyer & Noble’s patent—
ND for sale at J. K. Remich’s Bookstore
under the firm of
present
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
have,
with apparatus complete, for sale at the store
in Kennebunk, and at the Store of Cot At a Court- of Probate held at K nnebunk,
why
the
same
should
not
be
proved,
approv

within and for the County of York, on tin
of the Subscriber.
B. PALMER.
LORD
& KINGSBURY,
ton BradbGry, in Saco.
the last will and testament
first Tuesday in February f in the year oj ed and allowed
Jan. 12.
is by mutual consent dissolved.—The la»
'
of
said
deceased^
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyconcerns wiH. be adjusted by Willrair> Lori
Given tmciermy hand at Kennebunk, this
eight.
WILLIAM LORD,
fifth
day
of
February,
in
the
year
of
our
Lore
LICE
CLARK,
administratrix
of
tfie
HENRY KINGSBURG
delivered before the York County Unitarian
eighteen
hundred
and
twenty-eight.
estate
of
Jotham
Clark,
late
of
Association, Oct. 24, 1827.
ifef. 1?. The business will for a short tei
QUANTITY of Honey for sale* by the
JONAS CLARK.
Wells, in said County, deceased, having pre
By Henry Wave, jr. Minister of the second
Feb. 5.
Subscriber.
be continued by William Lord., wh« ’j
sented her first account of administration of
Church in Boston.
quests all those that have accounts unset»
WM. LORD.
the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
Feb. 2.
Jan. 26.
to call and make immediate settlement.
ORDERED—That the said administra
Jan. 19.
trix give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
O. 1 and Sb of the first quality for sale
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said Coun
by
JOS. G. MOODY.
ty,
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
ALL persons who have promised Ww
npHE Christian Examiner, for No
—likewise—
to
be
held
at
Kennebunk,
in
said
County,
on
Ji vetnber and December,
or that calculate on paving forth®
One Silver Plated SLEIGH HARNESS ;
the first Tuesday in March next, at ten of
Papers in that article,are requested toba^
Unitarian Adeocate, for February,
One set Scott’s LIFE OF NAPOLEON.
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
immediately,
asit will accommodate
Liberal Preacher, for February,
any they have; why the same should not be Just received and for Sale by
Are ready for subscribers at
to have.it delivered in the course of a W
JAMES K. REMICH.
allowed.
days.
Feb. 2,
If. BEWTWIFS Bookstore,
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
JAMES K. REMICB'
OF HYMNS and PSALMS, tor Social
Subscriptions received for either of the
A true Cofiy—Attest,
HE Am. Bap. Magazine, for Feb. is
and Private Worship, for sale by
above works.
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg'r.
ready for subscribers at
A good assortment of <MCt
Feb. 9.
Feb, 9.
t
JAMES K. REMICH.
J. K. REMICH^S Bookstore.
an

TEE WBEATH.

PB.OBATB 3TOTXOBS.

JONAS C. MARCH
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HATS,

Fur and Hair Seal

CAPS.

Elegant Situation for
Sale.

T

Notice.

T

Commissioners’ Notice.
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Notice.
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Molasses, Tea, Sgc.

Last Call
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A
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Wood Wanted
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T

Feathers.

Pay-Police more.
A

Last Notice.

Cooking

Just Published,

A

A

An Address,

Honey,
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Perisdicals.
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W
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